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ABSTRACT

This is the final report of a study
on the relevance and possible lessons of
Intermediate Range Nuclear Force (INF)
verification to the International Atomic
Energy Agengy (IAEA) international
safeguards activities.



OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY

With the negotiation and coming into force of the INF treaty,

the international community now has in place two extensive

verification systems — INF and IAEA safeguards. The two differ in

certain fundamental respects — INF is a two-party agreement, im-

plemented and verified bilaterally, and directed to the total

elimination of an entire class of weapons with their associated

launchers, bases, support facilities and production. IAEA is an

international institution whose safeguards system primarily veri-

fies a multilateral nonproliferation treaty to which more than 140

states are party/ operates with an internationally staffed inspec-

torate; and is intended to verify compliance with commitments con-

cerning the continuing peaceful use of nuclear material and its

non-diversion to nuclear weapons or nuclear explosive devices.

These differences notwithstanding, the two systems converge

in several important respects — their mission is verification of

compliance with agreed undertakings; they make extensive use of

on-site inspection; they both recruit, train and field inspec-

torates for whom not only employment terms, but also operational

rights as well as privileges and immunities, have to be estab-

lished; and they both have to institute procedures to deal with

possible anomalies or non-compliance. These considerations call

out the question of whether and what one system can learn from the

other. Without foreclosing the question of what INF may have

learned from the already existing IAEA system, the main purpose of

this study is to assess to what extent IAEA safeguards might

profit from a newly minted verification arrangement that drew con-



ceptually and otherwise in its own creation from the existence and

experience of the IA^A safeguards system, due account being taken

of the differences between them. The recommendations made in this

report are designed to strengthen safeguards where it is appropri-

ate and possible to do so and to make them more relevant to the

objective of nonproliferation. However, as attested by the last

two NPT Review Conferences, IAEA safeguards are widely regarded as

effective means for monitoring the peaceful nuclear activities in

safeguarded states, but recent events have emphasized the limita-

tions of these safeguards in bringing to light undeclared activi-

ties.

In assessing this study, certain limitations and caveats must

be emphasized:

(a) The differences in the context in which the INF and IAEA

verification systems operate are very large and extensive, ranging

from the technical characteristics of the obligations to be veri-

fied to the institutional features of the inspecting organiza-

tions. Because of these fundamental differences, it is doubtful

whether any INF practices can be adopted by IAEA in the exact form

in which they are found in INF. Rather, what we found, as antici-

pated, were a variety of indications pointing to ways in which

IAEA safeguards might be strengthened.

(b) The scope of this study was limited to identifying ways

in which IAEA could benefit from INF. The complementary question

of whether and how INF might benefit from IAEA experience was not

considered. Because of this and because any critique, as this

study deliberately was, focusses on weaknesses and areas of poten-



tial improvement, the study may appear to imply that the IAEA ver-

ification system is inferior to that of INF and that it is gener-

ally inadequate in meeting its own objectives. No such general

conclusions were intended or reached. On the contrary, it is the

authors' continued conviction, based on extensive previous reviews

of IAEA safeguards, that the IAEA system is generally effective in

meeting its limited objectives and that, as the pioneer institu-

tion for the verification of important international undertakings,

it has made a unique and major contribution to international secu-

rity. That is a viev; that is shared by the parties to the Treaty

on the Non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons as reflected in state-

ments made in the last two NPT Review Conferences. In the same

way this study does not pass judgment on INF/ it only seeks to ex-

amine INF and IAEA in a comparative manner along a number of di-

mensions .

(c) This study was largely completed and its results drafted

before the disclosures following the Gulf War that Iraq had been

engaging in a large-scale clandestine and illicit nuclear weapons

program that had escaped detection both by IAEA safeguards and the

world's most sophisticated intelligence systems. These disclo-

sures have understandably and properly stimulated consideration of

how IAEA safeguards might be extended to the discovery or confir-

mation of such "undeclared" activities; but the disclosures do not

invalidate the conclusions and recommendations of this study that

focussed on the more limited role of verifying the non-diversion

from "declared" nuclear activities that IAEA safeguards have tra-

ditionally played. In fact, for reasons deemed adequate and ap-



propriate by its negotiators, the INF verification system lacks

the authority to seek out or confirm unauthorized activities such

as that which is present, although not yet broadly implemented, in

the IAEA's NPT safeguards system. Accordingly, no lessons of di-

rect relevance co the extension of IAEA to the area of clandestine

activities would be expected.

1. Nature and Scope of Obligation

Three significant lessons can be drawn from a comparison of

INF and IAEA. INF is a relatively short treaty accompanied by a

very detailed protocol regarding inspections obligations, activi-

ties, rules and reports, and a further detailed memorandum of

agreement regarding the implementation of the treaty's verifica-

tion provisions. Virtually nothing is left to chance and experi-

ence suggests that there have been few significant misunderstand-

ings of problems of implementation. This contrasts sharply with

the flexibility associated with IAEA safeguards, in particular its

use of subsidiary arrangements to flesh out safeguards agreements

established between the agency and states. While these subsidiary

arrangements, which are not reviewable by the agency's political

arm, the Board of Governors, were originally intended to enable

the secretariat to differentiate between states in implementing

agreements and to be more or less intensive depending on a range

of characteristics of the individual state's peaceful nuclear ac-

tivities, it appears that the tendency has been toward secretariat

acceptance of outcomes constituting de facto limitations of its

authority. This reflects an agency perception that international

institutions are inherently limited when negotiating with



sovereign states, as well as a reluctance on the part of the Board

of Governors to promote or support a broad interpretation of

agency authority. Flexibility has as a result tended toward low-

est common denominator outcomes that have undermined full use of

IAEA authority and flexibility. A general proposition flowing

from this experience is that tightly drawn detailed verification

procedures should be agreed at the outset while leaving some room

for refinement and improvement. Another acceptable alternative

would be to give an inspectorate very broad rights along the lines

reflected in the IAEA Statute and not restrict either de jure or

de facto its manner of implementation. The Agency's current ar-

rangements do not appear to conform to either of the two models.

Second, while INF makes extensive use of on-site inspection,

it not only provides considerable latitude for what inspectors may

do or inquire about at the inspection site, but it also relies

substantially on national technical means (NTM) of verification.

IAEA safeguards are limited in both of these areas. They are lim-

ited by the lack of NTM-equivalent capabilities directly at their

disposal and by the disinclination of member states to share in-

telligence information they have gathered with the agency. This

problem is endemic to international organizations and to be over-

come will require a change of policy and practice on the part of

national governments. Such a change appears to be underway in the

aftermath of the Iraqi disclosures.

IAEA safeguards are further limited insofar as the agency has

developed an attitude that in carrying out its responsibilities it

should confine itself to safeguards-derived information. This



suggests that even if non-safeguards information were to be made

available the agency might be reluctant to act on it. This self-

imposed limitation is not legally required and could be corrected

by the assertion by principal secretariat officers and/or the

Board of Governors of a right and duty to respond to credible evi-

dence of possible noncompliance through appropriate follow-up.

Steps have recently been taken toward a policy decision to receive

and make use of such information.

This leads to the third observation, that whereas in INF ver-

ification is not limited to confirming that what the state asserts

to be the case [e.g., the total inventory of verifiable assets] is

correct, but goes beyond that to looking for what should have been

but was not declared within covered facilities or activities, IAEA

tends to follow a narrow construction of the term verification,

confirming the presence of declared quantities of Tiaterials at de-

clared facilities. An approach to verification in terms of its

political purpose as well as the literal meaning of the term

"verification" is more consistent with the INF orientation and

would enhance confidence in the Agency system.

2. Verifying Institutions

As noted, a fundamental difference between INF and IAEA is

that the former is bilateral and dependent on national inspec-

torates of the parties, whereas the latter is international and

relies on an "international civil service" inspectorate. What is

important in terms of difference is that in the one case sovereign

states are directly and mutually responsible and responsive while

the other involves a relationship, which tends to be perceived as



unequal, between a sovereign state and an international organiza-

tion whose existence is dependent on the will and support of its

constituent state members. This difference translates into a

problem of assertion of rights. Whereas states have little diffi-

culty asserting rights, and often hold in implicit reserve the

threat of interpreting denial of rights as a basis for threatening

reciprocal behavior or even withdrawal, international organiza-

tions are not equally well placed.

Levelling the playing field or achieving greater parity is

not easy, but it is not impossible. The secretariat of an inter-

national organization does not stand alone, but in relationship to

a governing body that in the case of IAEA is the Board of

Governors on which sit the key member states. Rights can be more

fully and effectively implemented vis-a-vis states through the de-

velopment of a relationship in which the secretariat makes a case

for the need to assert these rights and the appropriate political

authority takes a more participatory and activist role in support-

ing those claims. One procedural means for developing this mutual

relationship could be the presentation by the Director-General of

a report to the Board at each Board meeting in which any problems

of implementation would be highlighted with enough specificity,

including the identity of the uncooperating or recalcitrant par-

ties, to allow the issue to be dealt with by the Board on a cur-

rent basis. In contrast with awaiting the annual and somewhat

more abstract Safeguards Implementation Report [SIR], the IAEA

Board would thus be more continuously involved and positioned to

provide some "political equalization."



Closely related to this is the issue of procedures for ad-

dressing anomalous situations or questions relating to compliance.

It is inherent in INF that, given its bilateral character, issues

of compliance are promptly brought to the attention of political

levels of the parties. (It is understood, of course, that the

parties may, for political reasons, decide against immediate reac-

tion.) In IAEA, questions regarding the interpretation of factors

that may indicate compliance or noncompliance are dealt with at

sub-political levels and may remain under review at these levels

for some time without being addressed in a way to quickly clear

the air. While this approach has the merit of avoiding unneces-

sary or premature politicization and in that respect serves the

interest of avoiding possible unnecessary confrontations with a

state, it may also limit agency will to assert its full range of

rights. Keeping questions off the political agenda may result in

calmer waters, but in the longer run weakens the resolve to assert

rights and thereby undermines the perceived efficacy of the insti-

tution .

3. Verification Objective

One outcome of this is what might best be described as the

"rhetoric of relationship." Over time the agency has tended to

de-emphasize the deterrent role of safeguards in favor of empha-

sizing assurance of compliance. It also has sought to avoid the

"cop on the corner" image by underscoring its safeguards activi-

ties as a service to those who negotiate safeguards agreements.

There is much to commend this approach as long as it does not di-

minish the agency's own expectations of itself or the expectations



of others. It bears emphasis that many states rely on the agen-

cy's safeguards to provide confirmation that their security is not

at risk as a result of the nuclear activities of their neighbors.

The Agency's safeguards are no less a "service" to these members

than to those states that wish to demonstrate their compliance,

and the expectations of the states seeking assurance of compliance

are deserving of at least che same weight as the sensitivities of

those seeking to demonstrate compliance. Thus, credibility of con-

firmation requires both independence and assertiveness on the part

of the verification authority. There is some evidence that empha-

sis on assurance and service may contribute to reluctance to be

assertive and to insist on full implementation of agency rights

or, in the alternative, a redefining by the agency of what consti-

tutes full implementation of rights. The objective should be to

retain the sense of serving national interests and assuring com-

pliance, but at the same time reconfirming that national interests

can only be served and assurance provided if the verifying insti-

tution is given full support in exercising whatever of its rights

are necessary to fulfill the mission with which it has been en-

trusted.

The recent experience with Iraq, a full-scope safeguards NPT

party that nevertheless engaged in clandestine activities across a

broad front, is instructive. Focusing on assurance of compliance

led to a focus on verifying the accounting of what was declared by

Iraq to the IAEA and virtually no attention to whether there were

any indications that more might be going on than met the eye. As

discussed earlier, a more complete knowledge of nuclear activity
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in such a case would require access to non-safeguards information,

particularly national intelligence, and unless that is forthcoming

there may not be an adequate basis on which to take firm action.

However, other indicators of possible unreported activities may

exist that give rise to a basis on which to seek further informa-

tion from a state and to pursue this until satisfaction is at-

tained that all materials and facilities that should be accounted

for in fact are. In short, verification is assurance of compli-

ance, but it is also more than that and in the final analysis ex-

tends to detection capabilities sufficient to bring a significant

degree of deterrence to bear. Indeed it has always been assumed

by many who rely on IAEA safeguards that assurance can only come

if there is capability to detect and that a robust capability

would bring with it deterrence.

4 . Negotiating Process

Two key features stand out in the negotiating process. One,

the specificity of documents, has already been discussed in an-

other context. An increase in specificity leads to a decrease in

flexibility, and as noted, flexibility was regarded as an asset

for the secretariat of the IAEA in negotiating subsidiary arrange-

ments. But as things worked out flexibility became something of a

liability as the agency inclined toward making concessions to de-

manding states rather than using flexibility to differentiate be-

tween states and to drive a more rigorous bargain where conditions

suggested that it might be desirable. By contrast, INF foreclosed

flexibility and sought to dot all the "i's" and cross all the

"t's," leaving little, if anything to subsequent negotiation. The
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parties to INF had a much more definitive understanding of their

rights and obligations before they began to implement their agree-

ment .

Connected to this is the relationship of the political arm of

the verifying institution — the Board in the case of IAEA — to

subsequent negotiations. Whereas the Board has final say on ap-

proving safeguards agreements between the agency and a state, it

is not involved in, nor has it had access to, the detailed sub-

sidiary arrangements that spell out the particulars with respect

to inspection frequencies, intensity and so on. Without some de-

gree of involvement at this level, the Board is not in a position

to pass judgment on specific arrangements or do more than lend

moral support to the secretariat. However, experience suggests

the desirability of addressing the question of how the Board can

become more involved with a view to assuring, and reassuring, that

verification purposes are being fulfilled.

5. Scop* and Detail of Documents

This subject has been touched on several times, and it has

been observed that in the absence of strong and continuous politi-

cal support from sovereign states international organizations may

find it difficult in the implementation stage to take full advan-

tage of the flexibility provided by less detailed negotiating doc-

uments. Hence, comprehensiveness may be preferable despite the

loss of flexibility that it may entail.

A second observation of some importance is that in the case

of INF no distinction is made between normal and exceptional veri-

fication activity. It bears emphasis that short-notice or

12



"challenge" inspections are part of the basic verification ar-

rangement and their implementation is essentially "routine" —

specified numbers of short notice inspections may be carried out

annually by each party at any facility included in the INF treaty

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). The decision to carry out a

short-notice inspection, but not the particular site itself, needs

to be communicated to the state to be inspected sixteen hours in

advance of arrival of the inspection team. Within nine hours of

being notified of the particular facility to be visited, the in-

spected state is required to deliver the inspection team to that

site.

In the case of IAEA, on the other hand, while there is dis-

tinction between normal [i.e., routine inspection] and reserve

[i.e., special inspection] activity, the Secretariat has been in-

hibited in making full use of its right to use the latter whenever

circumstances warranted. There is no inherent reason for this

since the safeguards agreements themselves provide for special in-

spections. Nevertheless presumption and practice have developed

otherwise. The reserve rights of the Agency (i.e., special inspec-

tions) should be used wherever appropriate.

6. Scope of Verification

INF includes "close-out" inspections designed to verify the

elimination of facilities and activities at the specified sites.

Once such inspections are completed, the verified sites can be re-

visited. NPT safeguards do not specifically provide for close-out

inspections, and the shut-down of existing nuclear installations

is still an uncommon occurrence. So long as nuclear material is

13



present in an inspected facility, there is no question as to the

Agency's continued right to apply safeguards. In the event a

state reports that a facility has been shut down and all nuclear

material has been removed, INFCIRC/153 appears to provide an ample

basis for the Agency to verify this fact through inspection and to

reverify continued shut-down under the agency's design verifica-

tion authority at reasonable intervals. The failure to adopt this

approach would lead to the illogical result that while all re-

ported inventories, even very small ones, would be subject to ver-

ification, a reported throughput or inventory of zero would not

be.

In a number of respects INF avoided difficulties that have

confronted and continue to confront the IAEA. Designation of in-

spectors and air crews is more straightforward in INF than is des-

ignation of inspectors in IAEA. Lists are provided for both types

of personnel and the other party has 20 days to accept or reject.

For the accepted personnel, visas and related entry and in-country

documents are issued. They are valid for a period of 24 months.

Both INFCIRC/153 and the Agency's Inspectors Document establish

procedures regarding designation including time limits and crite-

ria. However, these have not been uniformly observed in the IAEA.

A number of states have asserted criteria that enlarge the grounds

for accepting or rejecting inspectors [e.g., imposing language,

political or other criteria] or limit the number of designations

the Agency can make. Some have taken unnecessarily long times in

responding to Agency proposals regarding inspector designation.

This not only affects the Secretariat's operational efficiency but
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also has adverse effects on the perceived effectiveness of IAEA

safeguards.

Insofar as access is concerned, in the routine case, INF in-

spectors have full access within the boundaries of the inspection

site defined by a MOU including the inside of any building, vehi-

cle or container large enough to contain a prohibited item. IAEA

inspectors, on the other hand, are limited in routine situations

to designated key measurement points in material balance areas.

Access can be enlarged through special inspections although as

noted, this capability has not been adequately developed. It

bears emphasis that while INF provides greater latitude of access

within a designated site, IAEA has the authority to call for ac-

cess to additional sites up to the point necessary to ensure the

completeness of verification.

Three other lessons that could benefit IAEA safeguards activ-

ities flow from the INF experience. The first has to do with

short-notice inspections. As discussed, INF includes extensive

provisions for short-notice inspections and treats them as part of

the routine verification effort. The number of such inspections

varies by year, the larger number occurring in the first three

years that the treaty is in force and the fewest in the last five

years. These inspections are limited to agreed locations spelled

out in the Treaty MOU. They also are limited under normal condi-

tions to 24 hours. The end result is an inspection report that is

signed by both parties. This is an intrusive form of verification

and requires a considerable degree of cooperation on the part of

the inspected party. The INF experience suggests first that in-
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trusiveness can be tolerated where there is the requisite politi-

cal will; and second, that it is a practical and reasonable ele-

ment of verification and can contribute importantly to building

confidence in compliance.

INF provides for a category designated as short-notice in-

spections involving a quota of inspections by year for the first

13 years of the Treaty's duration. The inspecting team need only

indicate its intention to carry out an inspection before actually

arriving on the territory of the party to be inspected, and must

be transported to the site it then designates within nine hours of

notification to the host state. IAEA does not have an established

short-notice quota inspection arrangement but it does have the

right to conduct unannounced inspections as part of its routine

inspection authority. Unannounced inspections thus encompass the

notion of short-notice inspection. The IAEA has not considered

unannounced inspections particularly useful, partly because access

to the state in most cases still requires the issuance of visas

and has institutionalized it only in the hexapartite agreement for

centrifuge enrichment inspection. Additionally, the concept has

no relevance in those cases, such as missile manufacturing under

INF or large bulk-handling facilities under NPT, where continuous

inspection is emphasized. Short-notice-type inspections have ob-

vious utility in some circumstances, and the INF experience demon-

strates that if taken seriously enough, they can be done. Given

the IAEA's existing authority to conduct unannounced inspections,

further consideration should be given to how they can be effec-

tively implemented.
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The second lesson to be drawn from INF has to do with INF re-

liance on perimeter-portal monitoring,, a containment-type approach

that has never had much favor in the IAEA. While the monitoring

of a production facility to ensure that prohibited items, if pro-

duced, are not transported outside the confines of the production

facility, does not foreclose the possibility that such items mi-ght

be produced elsewhere, it does make it substantially more diffi-

cult for a state to begin such activity at a different site and it

contributes to building confidence in compliance with undertakings

and in the promise of future arms control agreements. Both con-

siderations have relevance to the IAEA safeguards verification

purpose. From the agency's point of view the willingness of INF

to rely on perimeter inspection and to patrol a perimeter should

be instructive even granted the fact that in the INF case one is

concerned with large, bulky items. At the least it suggests the

utility of evaluating the feasibility of increased reliance on

containment and surveillance, even if this is applied within fa-

cilities rather than at their perimeters.

A related point requiring comment concerns probability of de-

tection. INF arrangements for portal monitoring at the Soviet man-

ufacturing facility of Votkinsk include use of a non-damaging x-

ray "cargo scanner" that images vehicles capable of containing a

prohibited missile stage on a 100% sample basis. However, direct

visual inspection of the inside of shipping containers or launch

canisters is limited to eight times a year, a level that is under-

stood to represent considerably less than a 50% sample. The nego-

tiating history of these provisions indicates that inclusion of

17



non-destructive i.aaging was a relatively late development based on

unanticipated limitations of direct visual checking and the deci-

sion to permit 100% sampling for this technique was made on the

pragmatic grounds that, once installed, routine use of the equip-

ment was not burdensome. The history further establishes that a

very high frequency of sampling, corresponding to the 90-95% prob-

ability of detection that is the IAEA goal, was never contemplated

and the much lower detection probability afforded by the eight an-

nual visual examinations was deemed adequate.

In contrast, as noted, the IAEA inspection goal has been es-

tablished as 90-95%, although lower probabilities are accepted for

certain measurements or observations. There is no known analyti-

cal or objective basis for the high detection probability coal se-

lected by the IAEA, and subjective consideration of this basically

political question suggests that much lower detection probabili-

ties such as those accepted by INF, would be adequate.

The third relates to equipment. Despite the ample funding

and technological capabilities available to OSIA, INF verification

makes very limited use of "high-tech" equipment. The only signif-

icant exception is the x-ray scanner described above. This equip-

ment was developed on a high priority basis late in the negotia-

tions with some reluctance after it was recognized that visual

measurements of open canisters would provide at best a limited as-

surance that prohibited missile stages were not present. Perimeter

monitoring at Votkinsk is accomplished with human inspectors using

only vehicles even though sophisticated instrumentation could, in

principle, have been useful. OSIA officials indicate that the

18



limited use of instrumentation is not accidental and reflects in-

stead a deliberate preference for simple, human-based inspection

methods. The decision to use instruments, i.e., the cargo-scan-

ner, thus was seen essentially as a last resort when it became ap-

parent that only an instrument could accomplish the task. It is

to be noted, however, that the cargo-scanner, which cost approxi-

mately ten million dollars to develop has worked well.

In contrast, the NPT itself stresses the use of instruments

in preference to human inspection, and the IAEA has, in turn, fol-

lowed this guidance, developing and deploying a number of instru-

ments for use in both NPT and non-NPT safeguards arrangements.

Much greater reliance on sophisticated instrumentation is in con-

siderable measure attributable to the differing technical require-

ments of the two situations, as well as to a belief that the use

of instrumentation would result in inspection cost savings that

are inherently more important in the IAEA context than in the INF.

Additionally, the use of instruments was perceived to be less "in-

trusive" than human inspection, as reflected in the NPT provisions

referred to above.

Even after allowing for these contextual differences, how-

ever, there is a clear attitudinal difference between OSIA's pref-

erence for simple, human-based inspection measures, and IAEA's ef-

forts to de-emphasize human inspection in favor of instruments to

the extent possible. Where human inspection is utilized, there

has been a tendency to standardize and routinize inspector activi-

ties and reporting to the extent possible. This de-emphasis of

human inspection is probably a factor in some of the difficulties

19



encountered in the Agency's inability to identify certain activi-

ties in Iraq. The IAEA should carefully review the role of human

inspection and take full advantage of the unique capabilities of

humans to recognize unusual and unauthorized activities.

7. Inspection Environment

a. Issue Resolution and Transparency. Whether or not

parties are in compliance with their undertakings is a central as-

pect of international agreements. INF and IAEA both make provi-

sion for dealing with uncertainties and resolving disputes. One

difference between them rests in the speed with which higher au-

thorities are likely to be seized with the question. INF provides

for a Special Verification Commission to serve as a forum in which

the parties can seek to resolve questions relating to compliance.

Suspected illegal activity can be raised in the SVC or through

diplomatic channels, and the SVC is authorized to "agree upon such

measures as may be necessary to improve the viability and effec-

tiveness of the treaty."

In the case of IAEA uncertainty normally arises in the form

of an anomaly, i.e., an "unusual observable condition that might

result from diversion or misuse or that frustrates or restricts

the ability of the IAEA inspectorate to draw the conclusion that

diversion or misuse has not occurred." (IAEA Glossary para. 25)

The discovery of an anomaly is the mechanism that normally trig-

gers procedures for questioning compliance. It is both incremen-

tal in nature and done quietly, in house, outside of the political

limelight. It is only after the secretariat has reached the con-
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elusion that it cannot resolve the anomaly that the Board is

brought into the picture.

Thus, the key difference between INF and IAEA is that in the

former issues rise quickly to a politically relevant level and im-

mediately in a forum capable of taking action to deal with the

situation through a political process of discussion and negotia-

tion, should this be deemed desirable, while in the IAEA there is

a fairly long and ill-defined communication line marked by a de-

gree of uncertainty about who decides what and when and that is

less well designed to achieve timely and definitive resolution.

In terms of transparency, [in the governmental arena] INF is quite

open; nothing happens in the field that does not quickly flow up

the channel to the responsible national office (OSIA in the case

of the United States). The IAEA system on the other hand tends to

avoid transparency and to focus on efforts to achieve resolution

based on a cooperative dialogue with the potentially delinquent

party. [Transparency is invoked at the end of the process in the

form of the Safeguards Implementation Report that itself demon-

strates considerable sensitivity to the concern of member states

about where particular identified concerns are located]. While

there is much to commend such an approach, it has the potential

weakness of delaying the invoking of political authority at an

early stage, and encouraging malevolent parties to use dilatory

tactics for extended periods of time while continuing their ille-

gal activities. In the IAEA context there is also the risk of

limitations on internal transparency because of structural fea-
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tures that may affect the flow of information to the highest au-

thorities .

b. Resources. The resource difference between INF and

IAEA is well publicized. INF was staffed on the US side by a

newly created On-Site Inspection Agency [OSIA] manned with over

200 persons drawn from both the military and civilian sectors and

endowed with an initial budget of $24 million. The IAEA budget

for safeguards, which along with other IAEA activities has been in

a zero-growth status for more than seven years now, is of the same

order of magnitude ($50 plus million a year) and must cover 912

facilities and other active locations in 58 countries. Under

those conditions, the principal means for ensuring adequacy of

staff has been to draw personnel posts from other divisions of the

agency's activities despite the fact that its statute mandates not

only verification but also development and technical cooperation

in all arenas of peaceful nuclear activity. Two main points are

in order. First, that the parties to the INF agreement moved to

ensure that whatever resources were necessary to ensure effective

implementation of the treaty at a level that could earn their con-

fidence were made available, while in the case of IAEA the long-

term tendency has been to encourage the agency to do more with

stable resources and to approach the resource issue in terms of

saving money and keeping within established ceilings rather than

ensuring that the resources necessary to an effective and credible

system are assured and in place. Second, even more importantly,

that because INF was perceived as integral to national security it

received commensurate resources whereas international nonprolifer-
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ation safeguards are still not fully appreciated as equally criti-

cal elements of national security. Convincing the international

community of this truth is in the long run critical to the effi-

cacy of IAEA safeguards.

c. Personnel. INF verification, including on-site inspec-

tions, is performed for the United States primarily by military

personnel whose terms of service are not comparable to those of

the international civil servants of the IAEA. However, on-site

resident inspection at Votkinsk is performed primarily by civilian

contractor personnel. These US personnel., who have two-year as-

signments that can be extended to three years by mutual agreement,

work a 12-week cycle consisting of nine weeks at the remote

Votkinsk site, followed by three weeks in Western Europe for R&R

before returning to Votkinsk. Except for a modest per diem during

R&R they receive no extra pay or allowance above the normal con-

tractor scale for US employment, although they benefit from favor-

able US income tax treatment applicable to foreign employment.

Despite these conditions, recruitment has been successful, and

high quality personnel have been secured.

In contrast, IAEA inspectors are expected to be in field duty

status 90 days a year (of which approximately 50 represent inspec-

tion duty), and there is a perception both on their part and on

that of IAEA management that requiring additional field duty would

be unreasonable. Field service is an important factor in deter-

mining inspection costs. While the conditions affecting field

duty requirements for INF and IAEA are not directly comparable,

the INF ability to realize such high field duty factors suggests
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that some increase in this for IAEA might be possible. A key ele-

ment in INF's favorable experience is the recruitment by the con-

tractor of individuals who fully understand and accept all terms

of employment, including the demanding field duty requirements,

and incorporation of these in the employment contract.

Consideration should be given by IAEA to a similar approach both

in the recruitment and employment of new inspectors and extension

of existing staff.
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REPORT

Verification arrangements are designed to meet the political

and security requirements of the parties to the underlying arms

control agreement to which they apply. As such they are a reflec-

tion of the nature and scope of the agreement, the objectives be-

ing sought, the number of parties involved, and so on. While this

suggests a considerable degree of specificity to verification ar-

rangements, it does not foreclose the possibility that the struc-

ture, content, organization, mechanisms and especially experience

of any given verification arrangement can offer examples and

lessons that have relevance for the verification of other arms

control agreements.

Looking at the projected Chemical Weapons Convention, for ex-

ample, considerable attention has been given both in Geneva and in

national capitals to the example and experience of the

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in applying verification

safeguards in the context of the Treaty on the Nonproliferation of

Nuclear Weapons on the premise that it may provide important in-

sights and lessons for establishing a CWC verification system.

Similarly, the drafters of the verification arrangements for the

Treaty on the Elimination of Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Range

Missiles (INF) were at least cognizant of the IAEA safeguards sys-

tem even if they did not draw substantially on that experience.

With new arms control agreements under negotiation (e.g., START,

Conventional Forces) it is predictable that past experience will

be a consideration in the crafting of new verification arrange-

ments .
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There is no a priori reason why we should be limited to the

case of the past informing the future. Newly minted agreements

may reflect advances over earlier ones and offer ideas, procedures

and mechanisms that might usefully be adapted to existing verifi-

cation arrangements. The IAEA-NPT safeguards system, which is the

most extensive verification system yet established by the interna-

tional community, has been in operation for twenty years during

the course of which it has earned a reputation for efficiency, ef-

fectiveness and integrity, perhaps best reflected in the 1985 NPT

Review Conference Final Document consensus statement that "IAEA

safeguards provide assurance that states are complying with their

undertakings and assist states in demonstrating this compliance.

They therefore promote further confidence among states and help to

strengthen their collective security. IAEA safeguards play a key

role in preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons." Similar

views were expressed at the Fourth (1990) NPT Review Conference

that, however, failed to produce a consensus Final Document due to

differences over how to deal with a comprehensive test ban.

At the same time, twenty years of implementation have raised

questions and criticisms in some quarters about the conceptual and

operational adequacy of the IAEA system for some purposes and re-

vealed areas in which improvement and strengthening could be ap-

propriate and could contribute to ensuring continued confidence in

and support for the safeguards system. The revelations about

Iraq's clandestine nuclear weapons program, which became known

when this study was largely completed, raised further questions

about IAEA safeguards practices in relation to undeclared activi-<
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ties in nuclear weapon states. The interests of critics and sup-

porters of the IAEA safeguards converge on seeking ways to in-

crease robustness and relevance and enhance confidence in the sys-

tem.

That is the spirit that moves the present document. The com-

pletion of the INF Treaty and Protocols and the fashioning of an

extensive and comprehensive verification system that reaches be-

yond anything thus far agreed in the field of arms control raises

a logical question: are there elements, either conceptual, insti-

tutional, procedural, or in the realm of on-the-ground experience

in the implementation of INF that might usefully be considered by

the IAEA and its membership in order to strengthen or improve its

own nonproliferation verification system? The question does not

presume either a positive or negative answer; but it takes cog-

nizance of the fact that the INF and IAEA verification systems are

the only two on-site-intensive verification arrangements in place

and assumes from that fact alone that a comparative examination is

in order.

A point of departure for addressing this question is to rec-

ognize the differences between INF verification and IAEA-NPT safe-

guards and the need to factor those differences into any assess-

ment that might be made of the transferability of experience from

one institution to the other. INF is a two party agreement; it is

directed to activities, facilities and devices that have only one

possible use — military — and it is an elimination agreement ex-

tending to an entire class of weapons together with their associ-

ated launchers, support facilities and operating bases, including
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their production and flight testing. From a verification point of

view this means that detection of the existence of a single device

covered by the treaty is evidence of cheating — a substantially

less complicated task than verifying that materials under safe-

guards are all accountable for as in the case of IAEA-NPT safe-

guards.

IAEA verification of NPT obligations on the other hand is an

international agreement currently involving 140 parties; it is di-

rected to peaceful activities and materials; its purpose has been

to verify compliance with undertakings not to use nuclear material

under safeguards for nuclear weapons or nuclear explosive devices

rather than to verify the non-existence of such material (Iraq has

made a difference in terms of implementation); and verification is

carried out by a multinationally-staffed service of an interna-

tional organization acting on behalf of all of the parties to the

treaty.

Notwithstanding these differences between the two systems

there is ample reason to carry out a comparative analysis of their

conceptual approaches, methodologies, procedures and practical ex-

perience with a view to learning whether and how INF negotiating

or field activity might contribute to IAEA safeguards. In both

cases the mission and overriding objective is verification of com-

pliance with agreed undertakings that means by definition the

ability to detect violations. Both have established institutions

to carry out this mission and to this end both make extensive use

of on-site inspection. Both, therefore, have had to create in-

spectorates, recruit and train personnel, establish rights and re-
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sponsibilities for inspectors including their access to inspected

sites, communicate with inspectorate headquarters, use instrumen-

tation in the field, and define procedures for dealing with uncer-

tain or anomalous situations.

The scope and purpose of what follows is to compare the INF

and IAEA verification arrangements and their implementation, to

extract relevant lessons for IAEA from the INF system, and to as-

sess the transferability of the lessons drawn. While it was the

expectation of the authors that, in light of the evident differ-

ences in the political and institutional frameworks of the two

regimes, the most relevant comparisons would lie in the area of

the technical procedures employed, it was found that useful in-

sights could be derived from many other areas as well.

We proceed by first considering the obligation to be verified

in terms of the context, physical objects and activities involved.

The verifying institutions and the objectives of their verifica-

tion are then addressed. Attention is given to the negotiating

process itself and to the character, detail and completeness of

the governing documents. The scope of verification activity is

reviewed as well as the approaches and activities involved in car-

rying out verification responsibilities. The organization and

management of on-site verification is considered including such

matters as designation and access of inspectors, use of equipment,

issue resolution, findings and resources. The recruitment, train-

ing, conditions of employment and accountability of members of the

inspectorate corps are then reviewed. Based on this examination
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conclusions are offered about the relevance of INF to the IAEA and

about the transferability of lessons learned.

It was not within the scope of this study to identify aspects

of the IAEA system that could be relevant to INF verification, nor

to identify features of the IAEA system that suggest possible im-

provements to INF verification. Because of this asymmetry, the

study may leave the impression that the authors consider the IAEA

system to be deficient in many respects or that the INF experience

and system are superior to those of the IAEA. It must be

stressed, therefore, that no such overall impressions or judgments

were made or intended. Rather, the purpose of the study was, as

already indicated, to identify specific areas of relevance of INF

verification to the IAEA system, without any suggestion that these

imply an overall judgment of comparative effectiveness of the two

systems. Furthermore, since the purpose of this study is to sug-

gest areas of potential improvement, the absence of any mention of

the many areas where no basis for suggested improvements to cur-

rent approaches was found should not be taken to mean that the au-

thors view the IAEA system as a defective one. On the contrary,

it is the authors' judgment that the IAEA safeguards system has

made impressive progress in a relatively short period of time and

that it constitutes an effective means of verifying the absence of

diversion of peaceful nuclear materials under safeguards.

1. Nature and Scop* of Obligation

a. Context and Objects of Verification Safeguards.

INF is a disarmament agreement, the first agreement between the

United States and the Soviet Union involving an actual reduction
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of nuclear arms as distinguished from agreements placing limita-

tions on their growth. Its context is East-West security, and

more particularly the issue of nuclear forces in Europe. Its gen-

esis is the 1979 NATO dual-track decision to modernize nuclear de-

terrent forces to counter increasing numbers of Soviet missiles

targeted on western Europe while at the same time seeking to nego-

tiate with the Soviet Union to achieve an arms control agreement

on intermediate-range nuclear weapons. The end of the Cold War

and the demise of the Soviet Union does not relieve its successor

Commonwealth of Independent States of the obligations entered into

in INF.

The INF Treaty obliged the United States and the Soviet Union

to eliminate all ground-based intermediate and shorter-range mis-

sile systems within three years of its coming into force (June 1,

1988) . Also included in the elimination agreement are associated

launchers, equipment, support facilities, and operating bases

worldwide. Additionally, the treaty bans, as of the date of its

entry into force, all production and flight testing of INF mis-

siles and their launchers. Two protocols to the treaty detail

procedures for elimination and for verification through on-site

inspection. A basic feature of this agreement is its focus on

elimination and non-performance of certain activities. Flight

testing is banned (except that up to 100 intermediate-range mis-

siles could be launched for the exclusive purpose of destruction

during the first six months of the elimination period); identified

weapons systems are to be destroyed; and any further production of

INF missiles is foreclosed with the result that detection of any
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banned activity or any prohibited weapon is prima facie evidence

of failure to comply with agreed undertakings.

The context of IAEA safeguards is not disarmament, but non-

proliferation or the prevention of the spread of nuclear weapons

to states that do not already possess them. Nonproliferation is

an important element of overall international security and a major

policy objective of a very substantial part of international soci-

ety, especially the superpowers. Nonproliferation has been pro-

moted through the development of national policies and interna-

tionally agreed principles, rules, understandings, procedures and

treaties that collectively constitute the nonproliferation regime.

The central juridical instrument of this regime is the Treaty on

the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons [NPT] that formalizes and

internationalizes the commitment of all non-nuclear weapon state

parties not to produce or acquire nuclear weapons. The treaty

obliges these states to negotiate safeguards agreements with the

IAEA to verify fulfillment of their undertaking.

The NPT is unequal and discriminatory in so far as it recog-

nizes as legitimate the existence of a number of states as nuclear

weapon states while foreclosing the option of nuclear weapons to

all non-nuclear weapon state parties. While disarmament and the

elimination of existing nuclear weapons arsenals is not the imme-

diate purpose of the treaty, they are considered as the long-term

objectives. Thus, the nuclear weapon state parties do commit

themselves to "pursue negotiations in good faith on effective mea-

sures relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race...and to nu-

clear disarmament."
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IAEA-NPT safeguards apply to nuclear materials in peaceful

use in countries subject to safeguards. What is to be verified is

that all such material remains in peaceful use, can be accounted

for, and that any diversion to unauthorized use will be detected.

Far from assuring elimination of items as in INF, nonproliferation

presumes the existence and growth of nuclear activities, facili-

ties and materials and is concerned with assuring that their use

is for exclusively peaceful purposes. While the techniques avail-

able to ensure the total absence of physical objects and activi-

ties or to account for their presence are not necessarily entirely

different, the latter task is clearly the more difficult one.

This difficulty is further compounded by the fact that the physi-

cal objects whose absence is to be verified under INF are much

larger and more discrete than those whose presence must be ac-

counted for under NPT-IAEA, where, indeed, the materials in ques-

tion are often in bulk form. The fact that the physical environ-

ments in which verification activities must be conducted under NPT

are not only far more numerous but also far more diverse than un-

der INF is a further complicating factor.

b. Matters Subject to Verification. To meet the objec-

tives of elimination and non-production, INF imposes on the par-

ties a set of detailed obligations that are subject to stringent

and comprehensive verification.

(1) Inventory: Under the treaty, missiles and launchers

may be located only in designated deployment areas, at declared

facilities or in transit between the two. The number of missiles

and launchers at each location must be declared and movement of
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missiles and launchers between declared locations must be an-

nounced within specified time periods.

To the end of establishing an initial inventory of missiles

and launchers the parties are required to exchange data regarding

the numbers, locations and technical characteristics of all ground

launched intermediate and shorter range missiles and launchers.

The treaty includes a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) setting

down the requirements and rules for establishing the data base.

It includes definitions; tallies of the total number of missiles

and launchers covered; data on intermediate range and shorter

range missiles (e.g., deployment areas, missile operating bases,

locations, numbers of missiles and launchers) and on non-deployed

missiles, launchers, and support facilities, as well as training

launchers and information on research and development of booster

systems. The MOU, which provided data as of the date of negotia-

tion, is subject to update, first, 30 days after entry into force

of the treaty and then at six-month intervals. Verification of

the data base was carried out by a series of baseline inspections

conducted over a two-month period commencing 30 days after the

treaty went into effect. Altogether, approximately 146 facilities

were visited in a 60-day period to verify the declared inventory

of treaty-limited items.

These inventory requirements go beyond what is required under

the IAEA-NPT safeguards system, although perhaps less than meets

the eye. The detailed requirements of the INF MOU may suggest a

much deeper and more far-ranging set of reporting requirements,

but in fact parties to the NPT are required, under their safe-
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guards agreements, to report to the agency all nuclear material

that is to be subject to safeguards (153/62) . On the basis of

this report the agency establishes a unified inventory of all nu-

clear material subject to safeguards in the state and uses this,

subject to reported changes in inventory and independent agency

verification of nuclear material in the safeguarded state, as a

baseline for verification activity (153/41).

The IAEA is similarly authorized to conduct a baseline-type

inspection to verify the initial inventory. According to

INFCIRC/153 (para. 71), safeguards agreements should provide that

the agency may make an ad hoc inspection in order to verify the

information contained in the initial report on the nuclear mate-

rial subject to safeguards under the agreement. Moreover, this

inspection may be extended to locations not identified in the ini-

tial report if this report or the inspection first carried out in

connection with it "indicate" the presence of nuclear material

elsewhere. This right is broader than that incorporated in the INF

Treaty, which limits baseline inspections to specified sites and,

although probably never invoked by the IAEA, indicates a clear in-

tention on the part of the framers of INFCIRC/153 to provide the

Agency with a form of "challenge" rights when grounds exist not to

accept a state's unverified declaration of activities that fall

within the scope of their obligation. Additionally, ad hoc inspec-

tion may be made to verify facility information design (para. 48).

In answer to the question regarding the degree of confidence

one may have in initial inventories several observations may be

made; first, under both treaties parties are required to provide
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full and complete information — that is the obligation they incur

by virtue of adherence. The second is that the IAEA enjoys a

right not present in the INF Treaty to look behind the initial

declaration. On the other hand, the specification of sites in the

INF Treaty clearly took into account the pre-treaty findings of

national technical means in which both parties had a considerable

degree of confidence. This fact, together with the INF procedures

being more intensive, may provide a basis for greater confidence

in the completeness of the INF inventory, but does not obviate the

risk entirely. Adequacy of starting inventory verification could

become an issue in the case of a non-party known to have been car-

rying out unsafeguarded nuclear activities before joining the NPT

because uncertainties about the completeness of the initial inven-

tory may be greater, at least in the view of some countries.

(2) Destruction: Elimination is the heart of the INF

agreement and the parties are required to eliminate all missile

systems having a range capability between approximately 300 and

3400 miles. All missiles, launchers and support structures are

required to be eliminated no later than three years after entry

into force of the treaty. After that time INF missiles, launchers

and support facilities should no longer exist. Shorter-range mis-

siles along with their support equipment and launchers must be

eliminated within an 18-month period.

Elimination procedures are described in a separate protocol

that defines the items to be eliminated as well as procedures to

be followed. During the first six months of the treaty being in

force the parties had the option to eliminate up to 100 intermedi-
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ate range missiles by launch-to-destruction. The elimination of

remaining intermediate range missiles and launchers and of all

shorter range missiles and launchers has to be carried out at fa-

cilities designated in the MOU. How missiles get to elimination

sites, when they must get there, how they must be destroyed, and

who observes elimination activities are all covered in the treaty

and protocol. Whereas most inspections provided for in the INF

Treaty are a matter of right, not obligation, in the case of elim-

ination the other party to the treaty must observe demolition.

IAEA-NPT does not have a counterpart obligation to INF elimina-

tion. On the other hand, IAEA inspections are not merely a right

that the Agency enjoys: under the NPT and INFCIRC/153 the Agency

has the obligation to verify compliance through its safeguards

system. Although the intensity with which this obligation is

filled is generally left to the Agency to determine, the existence

of this obligation on the part of the IAEA is a natural conse-

quence of the fact that the agency is not a party to the NPT but a

separate organization selected by the parties to carry out their

interest in verifying compliance with the treaty's obligations.

An important implication of this fact is that the IAEA is not sim-

ply the "servant" of those states who wish it to demonstrate their

compliance but, at least equally, of those states who wish assur-

ance of compliance on the part of others.

(3) Manufacture or Production: Production and flight-

testing of INF missiles and launchers is prohibited under A.VI of

the treaty. Earlier versions of the treaty that was finally

agreed to had contemplated reductions rather than eliminations of
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weapons systems. The parties, however, ultimately agreed to a

production ban on all INF missiles. This obligation is similar to

the obligation of NPT non-nuclear weapon state parties not to pro-

duce nuclear weapons or nuclear explosive devices.

Notwithstanding this, the INF inspections of production facilities

are those that most closely resemble, in a technical sense, IAEA-

NPT inspections of operating nuclear facilities. This is espe-

cially true for the Soviet facility at Votkinsk, where the produc-

tion of missiles somewhat similar to those banned was allowed to

continue.

2. Verification Institutions

A fundamental difference between INF and IAEA-NPT verifica-

tion is that the former, involving only two parties, is a bilat-

eral arrangement while the latter is a multilateral instrument in-

volving a very large number of parties. In the INF case verifica-

tion authority is vested in the parties at interest while in the

IAEA-NPT case verification is a third party activity entrusted to

an international organization. As international organizations

lack an independent political base and are dependent on the con-

tinued confidence and support of their member states, they are by

nature less adversarial than states or alliances. While views

differ on the character of the IAEA verification system, some em-

phasizing its cooperative dimension (providing a means for states

under safeguards to demonstrate compliance with their interna-

tional undertakings), and others focussing on its role of deter-

ring diversion by risk of detection, IAEA-NPT safeguards appear to

have a less adversarial character than do INF verification ar-
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rangements. Not only does NPT rely on third party verification by

the IAEA, but the IAEA in turn relies very substantially on opera-

tor records and reports from state systems of accounting for and

control of nuclear material to provide the data needed to account

for material under safeguards. These data must, of course, be

subject to independent verification by the IAEA. The difference

between adversarial and cooperative should not be overemphasized

however. In both the NPT and INF cases, compliance is anticipated

(but not presumed) and verification of compliance, rather than de-

tection of violation, is by far the most likely finding of both

systems. INF verification also depends to a large extent on coop-

eration between the inspecting and inspected parties; indeed, an

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency publication, Understanding the

INF Treatyr states that "to assist in monitoring compliance with

the treaty, the sides have agreed to a highly cooperative system

of verification that relies on formal exchanges of information,

on-site inspection, monitoring and national technical means of

verification." And, as already noted, at the core of IAEA verifi-

cation lies the concept of independent verification that intro-

duces an adversarial element into a cooperative relationship. The

IAEA may in the first instance rely on data provided by the in-

spected party, but only if corroborated by independent verifica-

tion using a range of methods, procedures and techniques selected

and implemented by the agency will it make a finding that all ma-

terial subject to safeguards can be accounted for and there is no

evidence that any diversion has taken place.
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There are a number of important differences between bilateral

and multilateral arrangements. First of all, especially where se-

curity is involved, countries will have higher confidence in the

verification activities, reports and findings of their own nation-

als than in those of even highly regarded third parties. On the

other hand, the findings of an international organization are

likely to have more credibility for the international community as

a whole than those of a single nation or even a small group, espe-

cially when the state or states whose obligations are being veri-

fied are closely related to the verifying state. This was a prin-

cipal reason why the bilateral verification arrangements carried

out by the US and other supplier states in the early years of in-

ternational nuclear cooperation were replaced by IAEA verifica-

tion, and is also the reason why many states were unwilling to ac-

cept the validity of Euratom safeguards, despite the fact that

Euratom includes Europe's historic adversaries. Second, the costs

of cheating can be made much more certain and immediate in bilat-

eral situations. INF establishes a Special Verification

Commission (SVC) to deal with compliance questions, and if estab-

lished channels fail to resolve compliance questions, the parties

may find it easier to take measures to protect their security in-

terests while still maintaining the agreement than would be the

case in multilateral settings. Remedial procedures also exist in

the IAEA but as an international organization with a heterogeneous

governing body the process is inevitably slower, more cumbersome

and less likely to easily reach decisions that may carry heavy po-

litical consequences. Nevertheless, on the few occasions where
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difficulties have emerged over safeguards/ the procedures have

worked and compliance resulted.

Finally, INF provides a right to withdraw if a party decides

that extraordinary events related to the subject matter of the

treaty have jeopardized its supreme interests. While provisions

of this nature are found in other arms control agreements includ-

ing the NPT, it is likely to have a more certain impact in a bi-

lateral agreement where the costs to parties of withdrawal can be

calculated in terms of the bilateral relationship alone rather

than in terms of more complex sets of relationships that might be

found in multilateral agreements.

3. Objectives

The objective of verification in both cases is verification

of compliance with undertakings and in both cases the expected re-

sult is compliance. Treaties are not entered into with the expec-

tation that parties will default on their obligations; if that is

the expectation, why enter into the agreement in the first place?

If, however, compliance were absolutely certain, there would

be no need to monitor behavior relative to the undertakings

agreed. Hence, a second objective of verification is deterrence

of non-compliance through risk of detection. Deterrence is

clearly a prominent aspect of verification of INF where the agree-

ment is between two powers that have been in competition and con-

tention for the past 45 years and lack mutual trust and confidence

and involves the dismantling of nuclear forces intended to serve

as a deterrent against aggression.
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As mentioned above, while deterrence has been featured as an

element of NPT safeguards, emphasis in recent years has been on

safeguards as a means of assuring compliance and of providing

states with a means of demonstrating their peaceful nuclear bona

fides to their neighbors and the world at large. Reference to de-

terrence has not been well received in many non-nuclear weapon

states who regard their adherence to NPT and acceptance of inter-

national verification safeguards as purely voluntary acts reflect-

ing national political will and commitment. To them, characteriz-

ing safeguards as a means of deterring illicit conduct impugns

their motives and their integrity and they argue that they do not

need to be deterred from doing what they have voluntarily and

solemnly committed themselves not to do. Nevertheless, in the

eyes of cautious or doubtful third parties, the notion that effec-

tive verification plays a deterrent role serves to justify the im-

plementation of verification safeguards.

A third objective of verification is to detect violations in

the unlikely event that they should occur. The capacity to do so

is critical to providing deterrence for if violations could not be

detected the very assumption upon which deterrence is based would

be voided. It is also critical to providing assurance of compli-

ance, for if unable to detect violations, verification could not

offer a reason for states to have confidence in the assurances of

others that they are living up to their undertakings.

Unlikely as non-compliance may be, its detection in both the

INF and NPT cases may be the crucial "bottom-line" objective of

verification systems, since the discovery of a violation could
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trigger remedial or compensatory action on which a state's vital

security interests could depend. It is for this reason that al-

though the emphasis may differ between INF and IAEA-NPT all three

aspects of verification are relevant to both agreements; the dif-

ferences of emphasis do not fundamentally affect comparison of the

scope, approaches, and related aspects of the verification ar-

rangements adopted in the two cases.

4. Negotiating Process

The negotiating process for the INF and NPT-IAEA verification

regimes differed in two important respects. The first and most

obvious is the distinction between the bilateral negotiations of

the INF and the multiparty structure of the NPT-IAEA process.

This difference undoubtedly had important consequences for the

outcome of the respective negotiations, although the precise na-

ture of these consequences cannot be identified with certainty. A

second and in some respects even more crucial difference in the

two processes lies in the fact that the INF verification arrange-

ment was developed as an integral part of the treaty negotiations

themselves, while the NPT/IAEA regime was negotiated over many

years in many steps, some preceding, some accompanying and some

following the NPT negotiation. Indeed, it does not stretch the

point to observe that negotiation of the NPT arrangement was begun

and, more importantly, was constrained by the development of the

IAEA Statute itself in 1956-57. Even more significantly, the de-

velopment of the IAEA safeguards system embodied in INFCIRC/66,

which was concluded in 1967, a year before the NPT was opened for

signature, was explicitly foreseen as the framework for safeguards
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to be applied under the NPT. In this regard, it may not be gener-

ally appreciated that the requirement in Article III of the NPT

for safeguards to be applied pursuant to agreements to be negoti-

ated between IAEA and treaty parties and "pursuant to the IAEA

safeguards system" was deliberately intended to refer to the sys-

tem created by INFCIRC/66, the only IAEA safeguard then in exis-

tence. This reflected the concern of the US and other key NPT ne-

gotiators that the treaty parties might press for inadequate safe-

guards arrangements in their negotiations with the IAEA, making

use of the leverage of their acceptance of the NPT, if the negoti-

ations were not constrained by a requirement of consistency with

the "Agency safeguards system."

Following the coming into force of the NPT,- the US and other

strong safeguards states were reluctant for some time to support a

new round of safeguards negotiations. When this round was finally

agreed to in 1970, it was understood that it would result not in a

new "system," but in an adaptation of the existing system to the

specialized purposes of the NPT. It is for this reason, and not,

as is sometimes suggested, because of the intent to make

INFCIRC/153 more explicit and detailed, that INFCIRC/66 is enti-

tled "The Agency's Safeguards System," while INFCIRC/153 is enti-

tled "The Structure and Content of Agreements " Thus, in a

historically accurate sense the IAEA continues to have a single

safeguards system, with an adaptation for NPT parties, and not

"two systems." Since the term "systems" has no precise meaning in

the safeguards context, the distinction is a semantic one.
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The adoption of INFCIRC/153 did not end the NPT negotiating

process. While the safeguards agreements proper generally incor-

porate the provisions of INFCIRC/153 without change, two agree-

ments contain significant modifications. These are the agreements

with Euratom and Japan, both of which contain substantially iden-

tical "protocols" that provide for, among other things, observa-

tion of the regional or national inspections as the ordinary means

of conducting routine inspection. Observation is not necessarily

a technically invalid approach to inspection, but does place spe-

cial demands on the regime in respect both to the scheduling and

conduct of inspections if technical validity is to be maintained.

In practice, for the most important inspections, meaning those at

sensitive facilities where high frequency or continuous inspection

is employed, joint inspection has supplemented the observation ap-

proach called for by the protocols of the Euratom and Japanese

agreements.

Even the negotiation of the safeguards agreements modelled on

INFCIRC/153 did not end the negotiating process for the IAEA-NPT

safeguards regime. INFCIRC/153 calls for the development of

"subsidiary arrangements" to fill out in more detail how the pro-

visions of the agreements are to be applied. While the Agency had

developed the practice of detailed arrangements under its non-NPT

(INFCIRC/66) safeguards agreements, the practice was first formal-

ized and sanctioned by the Board of Governors under INFCIRC/153.

The subsidiary arrangements with each state are generally divided

into (1) an overall subsidiary specifying such matters as design

review, recording and reporting requirements, and (2) inspections
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and individual arrangements, known as "facility attachments," cov-

ering each of the facilities at which safeguards are applied in

the state. The arrangements have two aspects that deserve mention

because of their potential impact on the overall safeguards sys-

tem; they are not subject to approval by the Board of Governors

and, second, they are confidential items, making them unavailable

to the Board of Governors or any member state other than that in-

volved in the arrangement. This arrangement was intended, among

other things, to give the Agency some flexibility in the details

of safeguards application from case to case and state to state on

the basis of circumstances, without triggering complaints and

pressures for identical arrangements that would accompany open ar-

rangements. This objective was appropriate, and has presumably

been usefully implemented, but a corollary of the approach is to

subject the Agency secretariat to member state pressures for inap-

propriate concessions outside of the immediate policy oversight or

even cognizance of the Board of Governors, which the adoption of

the uniform guidelines of INFCIRC/153 and its predecessors was de-

signed to avoid.

To maintain reasonable consistency and, most importantly, ef-

fectiveness under these circumstances, it was expected that the

subsidiary arrangements would be expressed in terms such as "under

normal circumstances" that would not place greater restrictions on

the Agency's rights than those found in INFCIRC/153. It is not

clear, however, whether this result has always been achieved in

practice. As an example, the Agency disclosed in response to in-

tense public and governmental interest that it carried out routine
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inspections of the Iraqi nuclear facilities, including its stocks

of some 32.5 kg of highly enriched uranium [12.5 kg at 93%; 20 kg

at 80%] twice per year, and it implied that any increase in this

frequency would require the agreement of Iraq, presumably through

an amendment to a confidential subsidiary arrangement.

Under INFCIRC/153 inspection activity is limited to particu-

lar levels of "inspection effort" measured in person-days of in-

spection effort per year. These levels depend on the type and

amount of the nuclear material involved and the nature of the fa-

cility in which it is used or located, but no limitations on in-

spection frequency are specified or authorized. Moreover, special

inspections can be conducted over and above the level of effort

specified in INFCIRC/153. Accordingly, if, as it has implied, the

Agency has agreed to limit its inspection frequencies in its sub-

sidiary arrangements with Iraq or, for that matter, other states,

this would represent an inappropriate restriction.

The multilateral character of the IAEA safeguards negotia-

tions, as indicated earlier, also has consequences for the out-

come. It is a virtual truism that all negotiation involves com-

promise, but multilateral negotiations place greater limits on the

ability of any single party to achieve its objectives than are

present in bilateral negotiations. In a bilateral negotiation, no

issue can be settled until a result that is at least acceptable to

both parties, even if not entirely to their liking, is achieved.

In a multilateral negotiation, individual parties may be required

by the majority to accept results that fall outside their intended

limits, at least on specific issues. Such parties are, of course,
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free in principle to reject the arrangement as a whole, but this

is often an impractical or unacceptable option. The IAEA has

evolved the practice of reaching decisions by consensus and votes

are rarely taken. In principle, this procedure would approximate

the bilateral process by allowing a state to block consensus until

its minimum position could be achieved. In practice, however, the

reality of the majority is always present and places practical

limits on the extent to which even the strongest parties, such as

the US, can disregard the majority view and block consensus. For

example, the provision of INFCIRC/153 that limits routine inspec-

tion access to "strategic points" went beyond the US goal of pro-

viding only that access would be concentrated at, but not confined

to, "strategic points." The more restrictive formulation was fi-

nally determined to be acceptable because of the success in secur-

ing other qualifying provisions, such as the right to conduct spe-

cial inspections at any location, and the provision for defining

"strategic points" as all locations necessary for effective imple-

mentation of safeguards. These provisions, however, place a

greater burden on the diligence of the Agency's implementation

than would less restrictive access for routine inspections, and it

is likely (but obviously not certain) that the US would have per-

sisted until a result closer to its preferences was achieved had

the negotiation been conducted bilaterally.

The stepwise approach to the safeguard negotiation that char-

acterized the NPT-IAEA process led to the fragmentation of the

written safeguards arrangements among several layers of documents,

some negotiated and some after the NPT itself, in contrast to the
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substantially complete prescription of the verification arrange-

ments found in the INF Treaty itself (even though in a "protocol"

that is an integral part of the treaty). These documents are com-

pared in more detail in the following section of this paper. More

importantly, at least important portions of the safeguards negoti-

ations were shifted from the post-treaty negotiations phase to the

ramification phase, and even beyond, in which states favoring less

rigorous safeguards probably enjoyed the greatest leverage. It is

tempting to conclude from these two quite different experiences

that it would have been preferable in the NPT case to consolidate

the safeguards negotiations with the treaty negotiations and pro-

duce a single or integrated treaty text. Even if the past history

of IAEA safeguards could have been ignored, however, this probably

was not a realistic option. The NPT was negotiated in the

Eighteen Nation Disarmament Commission (ENDC), in which many im-

portant potential negotiatory states were not represented. While

it is true that these states were expected to become treaty par-

ties without having participated directly in the negotiations of

the treaty text, it would have been unrealistic to hope that this

situation could be extended successfully to the safeguards ar-

rangements as well, given the importance attached to them by many

key states. More importantly, the addition of the safeguards ne-

gotiations to what was already an extremely complex and con-

tentious negotiation would have jeopardized the success of the

treaty negotiations themselves and provided an opportunity for

states to obstruct achievement of the NPT.
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5. Governing Documents

Although consisting of only 17 articles, the INF Treaty, to-

gether with its Protocol on Procedures Governing the Elimination

of Missile Systems, the Protocol Regarding Inspections and the

MOU, is the most comprehensive arms control agreement yet negoti-

ated. As noted by the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, "The

entire treaty is punctuated with hour, day, month or yearly dead-

lines in addition to having the most stringent program of on-site

inspection ever written into an arms control agreement."

(Understanding the INF Treaty,, p. 25.) The treaty leaves virtu-

ally nothing to chance and covers all of the questions and con-

cerns that could be conceived by the negotiators, their government

backstop teams or ratifying agencies at the time. This does not

mean that all of the issues were resolved to the satisfaction of

all concerned but only that all of the main issues were addressed

and resolved in a manner sufficient to earn joint Soviet-American

acceptance.

The difference between INF and the IAEA-NPT regime rests not

so much in the basic treaties that, in general, are comparable

documents in terms of specificity (unless one wishes to revisit

the definition of proliferation as the US Congress did with the

Nuclear Nonproliferation Act of 1978) but in the extensive and de-

tailed supplements that define procedures for establishing the

data base (MOU), elimination, and on-site inspection in much

greater detail than is found in the IAEA Statute or the NPT.

Field experience rather than constitutive documents are the

best measure of the degree to which an effort to provide precise
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detail and comprehensiveness is a success. It is, however, clear

that INF goes far toward foreclosing issues of the type that have

been raised in implementation of NPT verification through I£.EA

safeguards. The latter relies on a document, INFCIRC/153, that

was produced by a committee of the Board of Governors in which all

members of the IAEA were invited to participate (although with the

hope and expectation that not all would) and in which approxi-

mately 50 did. Several features of this document deserve note.

First, it is a quite comprehensive document from which no impor-

tant element was omitted and which has few ambiguities. Second, ic

reflects a concern of several important participants, mainly ad-

vanced industrial non-nuclear weapon states, to circumscribe the

safeguards system in the interest of limiting intrusiveness and

imposing on peaceful nuclear development and international compet-

itiveness, a concern that was reflected in efforts to limit the

IAEA's authority and freedom of action especially with regard to

on-site inspection. As such it prescribes upper limits on inspec-

tion activities, but lacks lower limits and admonishes the Agency

to keep these to the minimum consistent with effective implementa-

tion. Third, while ambiguities or uncertainties are relatively

few in INFCIRC/153, some important definitional issues were left

to later resolution, in particular the meaning of the crucial

terms "significant quantities," and "timely detection" that com-

pose the core of the technical definition of the objective of

safeguards. One important area that would seem to be covered by

unambiguous language in INFCIRC/153, but which has been the sub-

ject of continuing debate since its adoption, is the Agency's
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right to search for "undeclared" materials at declared facilities.

This right has been challenged by several states notwithstanding

states' obligation and the Agency's right to apply safeguards on

all nuclear material in all peaceful nuclear activities and a ne-

gotiating history that includes explicit rejection of limiting in-

spection rights to "declared" material. While this and similar

disputes over interpretation could be attributed to deficiencies

in the government documents (and clearly, in hindsight, the lan-

guage covering disputed points could have been even stronger and

more explicit had the disputes been foreseen), it seems more accu-

rate and realistic to place the responsibility on the difficulty

faced by the Agency to enforce its rights against determined mem-

ber state opposition.

Although INFCIRC/153 is comprehensive in the sense of ad-

dressing all major elements of the safeguards system, it does not

do so in a highly detailed way. This is in large measure a conse-

quence of the enormous variety of facilities and activities, many

of them still being designed, with which the IAEA system must

deal, but it is also the result of a conscious effort to allow the

Agency flexibility and to keep the details of implementation a

matter of confidentiality between the Agency and individual

states. Thus, INFCIRC/153 provides for still a lower tier of

"arrangement," referred to as "subsidiary arrangements," between

the Agency and individual states, in which further details of the

safeguards regime are specified on a facility-by-facility basis.

These arrangements are negotiated directly between the IAEA secre-

tariat and the state, and are not subject to approval by the
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Agency's Board of Governors, on which member state representatives

sit. Indeed, the arrangements are confidential, ostensibly on the

grounds that they reveal proprietary information on the facilities

covered, but at least equally because of the desire, noted above,

to allow the Agency more flexibility in the intensity of safe-

guards implementation among states. Thus, the Agency's Board not

only does not approve the arrangements, but is not informed of

their contents.

The subsidiary arrangements are quite detailed, specifying,

for example, such matters as the "strategic points" to which the

Agency will have access in conducting routine inspections. To en-

sure that these detailed subsidiary arrangements do not become a

new level of formal constraint on Agency inspection rights, it was

intended that they be subject to modification on the initiative of

the Agency if experience indicates the detailed procedures did not

permit effective application of safeguards and that the Agency

would have the dominant role iii specifying the procedures

(INFCIRC/153/4 6 and 47). It was also expected that the arrange-

ments would employ language indicating that the detailed arrange-

ments were applicable under ordinary circumstances and thus not

binding limitations on the Agency, and the "model arrangements,"

which are not confidential, indicate that this approach has been

followed, at least as a general rule.

Notwithstanding these precautions, subsidiary arrangements

have tended to become de facto limitations on the Agency's rights

delineated in INFCIRC/153 and the Board-approved agreements that

implement 153. This result raises serious questions as to the ap-
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propriateness of placing the secretariat in the position where it

may be pressured into bargaining away rights that the Board of

Governors, the Agency's political authority, painstakingly negoti-

ated, particularly when this diminution of rights, even if only de

facto, is expressed only in a confidential document to which the

Board has no access. One possible example of this process, al-

though not enough information is available publicly to reach a

definite conclusion, is the subsidiary arrangement covering Iraq's

Osirak research reactor and its fuel, which remained in Iraq's

possession even after destruction of the reactor by Israel. In

response to numerous questions, the IAEA disclosed in the fall of

1990 that it had conducted an inspection of the fuel and was able

to account for it fully. The Agency also indicated that this ma-

terial was inspected semiannually, and at least implied that this

frequency could be increased only with Iraq's agreement. More

frequent inspections would, of course, have been of considerable

interest, since the material in question was highly enriched ura-

nium adequate in quantity to permit the construction of a crude

explosive device. Under INFCIRC/153 routine inspection activity

is limited by "inspection effort" in person-days per year, not, as

in INFCIRC/66, by frequency. Accordingly, if, as the Agency im-

plied, it had agreed with Iraq in a subsidiary arrangement or oth-

erwise to carry out no more than two inspections annually of the

Osirak fuel, this would have represented a significant and unau-

thorized departure from the intent and terms of INFCIRC/153 and

the Board-approved agreement with Iraq that implements 153.

Another possible explanation of the Agency's statement is that the
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Agency regards itself as constrained by the practice of inspecting

research reactors and their fuel semiannually, even though it has

made no formal commitment to follow this practice. It is diffi-

cult, however, to imagine how or why the Agency would adopt such a

self-imposed limitation.

The merits of having more or less comprehensiveness and

specificity built into basic documents formulating the obligations

of the parties to a treaty can be debated ad infinitum.

Comprehensiveness may reduce the field of contention about cover-

age and obligation, but it may also make it more difficult to ne-

gotiate improvements based on experience at a later time. It is,

however, clear that the absence of great specificity and detail in

the IAEA-NPT base documents, in particular the negotiating in-

structions inscribed in INFCIRC/153, coupled with the fact that

responsibility for carrying out negotiations rests with an inter-

national secretariat without an independent political base, deal-

ing with sovereign nation-states many of whom sought to minimize

the perceived "burden" of verification, entails costs for the ver-

ification system. That the costs and limitations incurred have

not undermined the confidence of the international community in

the safeguards systems indicates that they are not fundamental

flaws but "secondary costs."

6. Scop* of Verification

The verification provisions constitute the bulk of the INF

agreement. As noted earlier, the scope as well as the specificity

and detail of verification provisions of INF, in particular those

related to on-site inspection, is unprecedented in the history of
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arms control agreements. What was excluded may therefore be as

instructive as what was included. The following discussion does

not apply to missile production facilities that will be dealt with

separately at the end of this section.

Several features related to the scope of verification have

been noted earlier in discussing verification obligations and ob-

jectives. Coupled to the obligation to exchange data, with up-

dates, regarding missiles and support facilities subject to the

treaty, the parties may verify the accuracy of data provided by

carrying out baseline inspections at all INF sites listed in the

exchange of information. Baseline inspections could not begin un-

til 30 days after entry into force of the treaty (during which pe-

riod the parties updated information provided with the MOU at the

time of the signing of the treaty) and had to be completed within

90 days of entry into force of the treaty, that is by August 31,

1988. As mentioned, site visits were carried out at 146 sites in

the Soviet Union, United States, East Germany, Czechoslovakia and

five West European basing countries in that 60-day period. It

should be noted that the right to inspect is limited to the de-

clared sites. The IAEA system also embraces the principle of

baseline inventory verification, and in an important respect in-

corporates a more complete right, since it explicitly authorizes

verification of initial inventory declarations not only at de-

clared sites, but at any other location where the results of the

initial inventory indicate nuclear material may be located.

Elimination is the central feature of the INF Treaty that re-

quires that inspectors observe the disassembly and destruction
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process for all INF missiles, launchers and related support equip-

ment at designated elimination sites. The Protocol on Elimination

provides detailed procedures governing the elimination of missile

systems subject to the treaty and inspectors are obliged to verify

the type of missile being eliminated and that elimination has oc-

curred. Elimination inspection teams may include as many as 20

inspectors. What this procedure does is to ensure that all de-

clared missile systems have in fact been destroyed. There is no

explicit counterpart treaty requirement or verification provision

in the IAEA-NPT case, although somewhat analogously, INFCIRC/153

does provide for the termination of safeguards on nuclear material

that is no longer practically recoverable. A concrete example of

the difficulties that can arise from a lack of specificity relates

to the safeguarding of spent reactor fuel placed in an interim or

permanent disposal facility. A number of states have taken the

position that such material, to which access is severely limited

to say the least, should be inspected through "containment and

surveillance" measures to assure that the material has not been

disturbed. Other states, as well as the IAEA staff, believe that

at least occasional remeasurement of the material is required.

The issue remains unresolved.

Closely associated with elimination inspections are close-out

inspections that take place after a facility has ended INF activ-

ity and no longer contains treaty limited items. The treaty pro-

vides to each party the right to conduct inspections to verify

that all INF-related items at such facilities have been eliminated

or otherwise modified according to agreed procedures. Thus, at a
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missile operating base, parties can verify the removal of the mis-

sile unit and related equipment as well as dismantling or demoli-

tion of launch-pad shelters or garages used to house INF missiles.

Each party has 60 days after notification by the other side to in-

spect a site to ensure that INF activity has ended. As in the

case of elimination, there is no explicit counterpart requirement

or provision to close-out inspection in the IAEA system.

Although the INF Treaty is of unlimited duration, on-site in-

spection provisions apply only for a 13-year period. An important

type of on-site inspection is the short-notice inspection whereby

parties have the right to inspect missile operating bases and sup-

port facilities other than missile production facilities and elim-

ination facilities to ascertain that the number of missiles,

launchers, related support equipment and structures correspond

with the declarations made for each site. This includes inspec-

tion of former missile operating bases and support facilities that

have been closed out. Twenty such inspections per year are per-

mitted during the first three years after the treaty enters into

force, 15 per year in the following five years, and 10 per year in

the final five-year period. The only limitation is that since

basing sites include East and West European countries not more

than half of such visits can be used in any one of those coun-

tries; but there is no limit on how many of the permitted visits

can be made in the United States or Soviet Union. The two parties

used their full quota of short-notice inspections in the first

year of the treaty.
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The short-notice inspection provision is perhaps more inter-

esting in terms of the experience it will provide and the prece-

dent it will set relative to future arms control agreements than

for its likelihood of unearthing discrepancies and catching one of

the parties cheating. Its characteristics track fairly closely an

"ideal-type" of inspection that arms controllers seek to incorpo-

rate in treaties. Its IAEA-NPT analogues will be discussed below.

In terms of scope, any facility that is included in the INF

MOU is subject to short-notice inspection. Detailed procedures

also apply. When either party to the treaty wishes to conduct a

short notice inspection it so informs the other side through the

Nuclear Risk Reduction Center at least 16 hours prior to the in-

spection team's arrival at the inspected party's point of entry.

It is not, however, required to designate the inspection site un-

til four hours before departure for that site from the point of

entry and the host state is obligated to transport the inspection

team to the designated site within nine hours of specification.

The severe time constraints of the short-notice inspection presum-

ably serve as a powerful deterrent to cheating, and since former

bases and missile support facilities are covered by short-notice

inspection the likelihood that prohibited activity will be resumed

at such sites is very limited. The inspection teams can include

up to 10 inspectors, and they have 24 hours to complete the in-

spection process although that can be extended to 32 hours by mu-

tual agreement. The result is an inspection report written by the

inspection team but signed by both parties prior to departure of

the team from the inspection site.
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With respect to the inspection types discussed above certain

general observations can be made. First, to qualify as a site

subject to inspection the site must be listed in the INF's MOU.

Second, once at an inspection site, the inspection team may in-

spect and ask questions only about what is found within the bound-

aries defined by the MOU's site maps. Inspectors have the right

to inspect the entire site as defined in the MOU including the in-

sides of buildings, boxes, containers, vehicles and covered ob-

jects so long as the dimensions are equal to or greater than the

size of the missile, stages, launchers or other equipment banned

by the treaty and contained in the Memorandum. By mutual agree-

ment photographs will be taken only when a question about an ob-

ject or building remains unresolved. No other photos are permit-

ted. The escort team takes required photos using the inspector's

camera. Third, while there is thus a right to search for unde-

clared activities within the perimeter of the inspection site,

there is no right to conduct such searches elsewhere, i.e., no

"roaming rights" are provided for in the INF Treaty. With respect

to the risk of undeclared missiles or launchers it was concluded

that the usefulness of any concealed systems would degrade over

time if flight testing were not done and that national technical

means were adequate to detect any such activity. Additionally,

negotiators were doubtful that anytime/anywhere inspection would

remove the underlying uncertainty since illegal items could be

moved before arrival of an inspection team. Thus, INF consciously

omits any rights to seek out undeclared or clandestine facilities,
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even if national technical means provide indications of their

presence.

IAEA safeguards have some analogues to the INF short-notice

inspection in the form of ad hoc inspections mentioned earlier in

provisions that allow a "portion" of the routine inspections to be

conducted without advance notice, and in provisions for special

inspections to verify information contained in a special report

(para. 73a), or if the agency considers that information made

available by the State and information obtained from routine in-

spections is insufficient for it to fulfill its safeguards respon-

sibilities (para. 73b). Advance notice for inspections ranges

from a minimum of 24 hours for ad hoc inspections to one week for

routine inspections although in practice considerably longer no-

tice periods are customary. Parenthetically, the very existence

of a limited set of provisions for short-notice type inspections

underscores the derogation in safeguards scope and flexibility re-

flected in the IAEA statutory provision that the inspectorate is

to have "access at all times to all places and data" required to

account for nuclear materials and to determine compliance with the

safeguards agreement (IAEA Statute, XII.A.6).

The extremely explicit treatment of notice periods and entry

procedures for INF inspections, compared with the much more gen-

eral provisions of INFCIRC/153, is a good example of how the two

systems differ not only in their approaches, but in the conse-

quences of these approaches. It is clear that the negotiators of

the INF Treaty intended to make it possible for inspections to be

carried out on sufficiently short notice to preserve an element of
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surprise and create a substantial deterrent to cheating by making

it difficult to eradicate evidence of misuse. As noted previ-

ously, the concept of surprise was also an important US objective

in the IAEA context, and provisions allowing inspections without

advance notice are present in both INFCIRC/66 and INFCIRC/153. As

a practical matter, however, it is virtually impossible in many

cases for the Agency to conduct inspections truly without advance

notice, since the entry of inspectors into the country will in it-

self advise that state of a forthcoming inspection. In countries

with a number of inspected facilities, it should be possible for

Agency inspectors to enter the country and to conduct inspections

thereafter to unannounced locations. Similarly, in countries

where the Agency maintains field offices (currently Japan and

Canada), or where continuous inspection takes place at large bulk-

handling facilities, it would seem possible to conduct inspections

without advance notice, but with the exception of a special regime

for enrichment plants and a trial procedure for a US fuel fabrica-

tion plant, the Agency appears to have made very little use of its

right to make short-notice or unannounced inspections.

Another potential obstacle to undertaking short-nctice or

unannounced inspections is the right of the inspected state to es-

cort inspectors. Both systems provide for this right. INF is ex-

plicit that escorts are to be present on the arrival of an inspec-

tion team at a point of entry, thus ensuring that the right of es-

cort will not delay inspections. The IAEA Statute establishes the

right of escort "provided that the inspector shall not thereby be

delayed or otherwise impeded...," and this proviso is repeated
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verbatim in both the Agency's "Inspectors Document" and

INFCIRC/153. The proviso that exercise of the right of escort

shall not delay inspections would seem to be clear and unambigu-

ous, but in practice the Agency has allowed states a reasonable

time to make escorts available at the facility, with the exception

of the special procedure for enrichment plants.

A related issue that can affect the scheduling and other as-

pects of inspections is the "designation" of inspectors. Both

systems give an inspected country a right to reject individuals

proposed as inspectors. Under INF, twenty days are allowed for

acceptance or rejection of inspectors. (Somewhat curiously, in-

spectors who carry out the continuous monitoring of missile pro-

duction facilities, seemingly the most sensitive of the INF in-

spection duties, must be affirmatively rejected, while those who

carry out other types of inspections must be affirmatively

"accepted.") In the case of the IAEA, the Statute provides only

that inspectors are to be designated by the Agency "after consul-

tation with the State...," but inspected states have been given an

explicit right of approval both by the Inspector Document and

INFCIRC/153, to be exercised within thirty days of a proposed des-

ignation. In practice, states rarely if ever object to proposed

designations of IAEA inspectors as individuals, but a number of

states have used their right of approval to reject inspectors on

national or similar grounds. For example, some states might re-

ject inspectors from states that do not themselves accept inspec-

tion or who are not fluent in the language of the inspected state.

Additionally, some states have employed the approval right to
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place a cap on the total number of inspectors designated for their

country, a practice that should appear to be a clear abuse of the

intent of the approval right. While the extensive use by IAEA

members of the right of approval over designations has probably

not resulted in the failure to conduct any inspections that would

otherwise have taken place, it clearly has resulted in a less ef-

ficient use of inspectors than would otherwise be possible, with

an attendant increase in safeguards costs, and may have resulted

in some instances in less than the desired degree of diversity of

nationality in inspection teams.

The IAEA Inspector's Document includes a "safety valve" that

authorizes the Agency's Director General to request the Board to

take appropriate action if a state's repeated use of its approval

rights impedes safeguards. The Director General has taken this

action, and some improvement in the abuse of the approval right

has resulted.

There is no indication of any abuse of the INF inspector des-

ignation approval right. It is apparent, of course, that any re-

jection of inspectors in the bilateral INF case would have to be

on individual grounds, rather than on the basis of nationality, as

has been the case for IAEA/NPT. Although the language of the re-

spective provisions is not markedly different, it is clear that

the more complex multinational situation calls for more explicit

language or more vigorous implementation of the "safety valve"

than has been the case in the past.

It is in the area of "resident" or "continuous" inspection

that perhaps the most interesting comparison of inspection method-
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ology can be made. Under the INF, resident inspection takes place

at one missile production plant in each country to ensure that

missiles barred by the treaty are no longer being produced at the

former manufacturing facilities. Under the NPT-IAEA system, con-

tinuous inspection is employed at several large-scale bulk han-

dling facilities processing plutonium, which represent the most

sensitive facilities from the nonproliferation standpoint.

Comparison of these two arrangements shows a number of interesting

differences.

a. Perimeter Monitoring vs. Facility Access. In prin-

ciple, it should be possible to verify that there is no diversion

of safeguarded materials by tight monitoring of all portals at a

facility to ensure that all material leaving the facility is mea-

sured, is in acceptable forms and is delivered only to other simi-

larly safeguarded facilities. The Agency makes use of this con-

cept, which it refers to as "containment within facilities," but

has generally rejected it, with US support, as an adequate means

for safeguarding complete facilities for several reasons discussed

below. Perimeter monitoring is, however, the approach employed

under the INF, at US initiative, at the missile production facili-

ties to ensure against production of unauthorized vehicles. It is

of interest to consider whether this represents inconsistency on

the part of the US or is attributable to differences in the fac-

tual circumstances, or some combination.

b. Resident vs. Nonresident Inspection. Neither the

INF nor the NPT-IAEA continuous inspection arrangements involves

truly "resident" inspections; that is, inspection accomplished
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through the use of personnel on long-term residential assignments

at or near the inspected site. However, the IAEA performs contin-

uous inspection through frequent rotation (two weeks at the facil-

ity followed by two weeks in IAEA headquarters) of inspection

teams. The INF continuous inspection, on the other hand, is ac-

complished through considerably longer rotation (nine weeks at the

facility followed by three weeks of leave in Europe) that much

more closely approximates resident inspection, even though the

sites involved are at more remote and primitive locations than

those typically involved in the IAEA's continuous inspection.

While the consequences of the frequency of rotation of inspection

teams are primarily on costs, there may also be impacts on effec-

tiveness arising out of possible misunderstandings or information

gaps when teams are changed.

c. Detection Probabilities. IAEA detection probability

goals are generally set at the 90-95% level. This value has a di-

rect impact on the sample size used to account for nuclear materi-

als, and thus on inspection effort and resources. In the INF mis-

sile plant inspection regime, 100% of the plant output is scanned

by an X-ray device to determine whether the canisters contain ob-

jects having the dimensions of prohibited missile stages, but the

definitive visual inspection of open canisters is limited to eight

canisters per year. Based on a presumed output of perhaps 50 (the

actual number is not publicly available, but is believed to be of

this order), the eight annual inspections permitted represent a

sample size of only 15%, corresponding to a detection probability

of the same level, clearly far below the 90% goal of IAEA safe-
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guards. The basic issue, which is a subjective and political

rather than a technical or statistical one, is what level of as-

surance is required to provide the desired high degree of confi-

dence that cheating is not taking place. While there is no objec-

tive answer to this question, it is difficult to believe that,

given the stakes involved, a state would engage in violations that

have only a 10% probability of escaping detection.

The issue of perimeter inspection vs. facility access is a

complex one. The long-standing IAEA position that perimeter in-

spection is insufficient is based on several considerations.

• IAEA safeguards have stressed the role of materials balance ac-

countancy, which in most cases can be accomplished successfully

only if inventories as well as input and output flows are mea-

sured. Verification of inventory requires plant access.

Materials balance accounting, however, is not essential to ver-

ifying that no diversion is taking place if all outputs are

verified and tracked to another safeguarded location.

• While the emphasis in IAEA safeguards is on verifying non-di-

version to unauthorized locations, diversion to unauthorized

uses can occur within a facility and would be detected only if

access to the facility were permitted. The importance of this

consideration is dependent on such factors as the type of fa-

cility and material in question.

• Concerns exist that some material might escape perimeter in-

spection through the use of undisclosed portals or clandestine

routes. This concern has been elevated because IAEA safeguards

have traditionally avoided physical security-like measures such
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as personal or vehicle searches, although there is no prohibi-

tion in the IAEA Statute against the use of such measures.

Under INF, the perimeter inspection teams not only monitor the

agreed portals, but the entire facility perimeter.

• The physical nature of the objects to be examined or accounted

for in the INF case — that is, missile stages — is far better

suited to perimeter monitoring than is much nuclear material.

On the other hand, some forms of nuclear material, such as

highly irradiated fuel, would lend themselves to perimeter mon-

itoring. The surveillance cameras used at spent fuel facili-

ties are, in fact, comparable to perimeter monitoring.

• The IAEA reservations concerning perimeter monitoring took on

particular significance several years ago as the need to safe-

guard commercial enrichment plants approached. Since enrich-

ment technology is classified, the US and other countries were

reluctant to give IAEA inspectors access to enrichment facili-

ties. At the same time accepting perimeter inspection would

have undermined the strong stance taken by the US and others

that facility access was essential to effective inspections.

The solution finally adopted was a scheme that involved care-

fully circumscribed, limited frequency, unannounced inspection

visits to the processing area of safeguarded enrichment plants

for the limited purpose of verifying that no highly enriched

uranium is being produced. The inspector's access during these

visits is restricted to ensure that they have no access to

classified information. This approach is undoubtedly more cost

effective than would be continuous portal monitoring, thus
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avoiding the question of whether an effective perimeter moni-

toring approach could have been devised.

In summary, there are significant physical factors that make

perimeter monitoring more suitable for INF purposes than for IAEA

safeguards. At the same time, the rejection of perimeter monitor-

ing under NPT-IAEA is at least partly attributable to institu-

tional and attitudinal factors that have tended to overemphasize

the need for complete materials balance accountancy and place un-

necessary restrictions on the use of surveillance and containment

measures. Even if full perimeter monitoring is not adopted as a

sole means of verification, as it has been for the case of moni-

toring missile production facilities, the INF experience suggests

that greater use of containment and surveillance in the IAEA con-

text is worthy of consideration. In this regard, containment and

surveillance should be seen as the international analog of physi-

cal security that plays a major role in providing assurance

against subnational diversion. While If»EA inspectors lack the po-

lice power of national guard forces, there is nothing in the IAEA

statute or safeguards system that precludes or limits the Agency's

right to observe that no unauthorized actions or materials move-

ments are taking place.

Verification under INF also extends to the ban on further

production of prohibited missiles. Beginning 30 days after entry

into force of the treaty the parties have the right to station up

to 30 resident inspectors at specified production facilities:

Votkinsk in the Soviet Union where SS-25 missiles (not covered by

the treaty), the first stage of which is similar to the first
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stage of a banned SS-20, are produced and assembled; and the

Hercules plant at Magna, Utah, which once produced boosters for

the Pershing II missile, for purposes of mutuality. The produc-

tion ban entails continuous inspection based on perimeter/portal

monitoring. The concept of perimeter/portal monitoring was initi-

ated by the US as a means of monitoring compliance with residual

levels at a time when the INF negotiations contemplated less than

a total production ban on INF missiles. It was retained after

agreement on a total ban because of Soviet concern that compliance

questions might arise as a result of the SS-25/SS-20 first stage

similarity. Provision is also made for terminating continuous

monitoring if after two years neither party has for a period of 12

months produced a stage outwardly similar to a stage )f a banned

missile. Perimeter monitoring is carried out by inspectors pa-

trolling the perimeter; portal monitoring is carried out by a com-

bination of technical equipment and human hands-on inspection. A

s \ngle portal is designated for each site and any vehicle that can

contain a banned item must exit through that portal. Any shipment

leaving a plant that is large enough to contain a treaty-limited

missile stage is subject to inspection, and eight times a year a

launch canister can be opened to visually inspect the contained

missile or missile stage. As OSIA personnel have noted, although

this random inspection can occur only eight times a year every

canister is at risk making this an important verification right

giving the inspectorate a high degree of confidence regarding its

activities and findings. The inspection protocol also provides

that the inspecting party can image any shipping container de-
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clared to contain a missile or missile stage as large or larger

than and as heavy or heavier than a prohibited item. For this

purpose the US has developed and deployed a cargo-scanner.

7. Verification Approach**

Matters related to verification approaches have already been

addressed to some extent in the preceding sections. The following

discussion takes that into account and avoids duplication where

possible.

a. On-site Inspection versus National Technical

Means. As noted, INF relies on both on-site inspection and na-

tional technical means in carrying out verification responsibili-

ties. The character of the missile systems to be eliminated

(small and mobile) raised the problem of concealment in either as-

sembly, repair, storage or training facilities to which access

would be required to fulfill verification objectives since satel-

lite photography could not ascertain the contents of buildings in

which the prohibited missiles and launchers might be located.

Although considering NTM to be the principal method of monitoring

the treaty, INF consequently includes on-site inspection rights

that are far-reaching in scope and detail. On-site inspection

plays a role at virtually every stage of INF activity: in deter-

mining the accuracy of the initial data exchange, in the elimina-

tion procedures, in monitoring residual levels of missiles and

launchers until they have been eliminated, and in verifying the

non-existence of missiles and launchers following their intended

destruction [what might be called zero inventory verification].
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Comparisons between IAEA and INF on-site inspection have

arisen on several occasions earlier in this report, in particular

with respect to INF short-notice inspection provisions on the one

hand and IAEA special inspections on the other. In that compara-

tive analysis we noted the differences in approach between the two

systems as well as the consequences of those differences. INF no-

tice periods and entry procedures provide the opportunity for gen-

uine surprise and therefore enjoy considerable deterrent value,

but also are subject to limitations regarding where such inspec-

tions may be invoked [that is to say while access is provided to

any building, container, vehicle, etc., whose dimensions are large

enough to contain any treaty-prohibited item, inspections are lim-

ited to sites defined in the MOU]; IAEA arrangements and proce-

dures do not allow for genuine surprise (visas, escort proce-

dures) , but there is the possibility for seeking to conduct a spe-

cial inspection even in locations not mutually agreed in advance.

While acknowledging differences and the perception that INF short

notice inspections qualify the system as more rigorous and there-

fore possibly more credible, we also note that too much should not

be made of the differences that exist. In particular notice

should be taken of the fact that in either case on-site inspec-

tions presume and depend upon the cooperation of the inspected

party. INF does not represent a police mechanism that can be im-

posed against the will of the party subject to verification, and

INF authorities cannot roam around the countryside of the other

states but are confined to verification at declared facilities.

IAEA for its part is npt confined to situations in which verified
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parties feel like cooperating — failure to cooperate can lead to

the agency's inability to render a report verifying that material

that should be accounted for can be. In such an event, measures

are triggered that could lead to the involvement of the United

Nations Security Council.

An important difference between INF and IAEA resides in the

degree of reliance on national technical means for verification.

INF as we have seen heavily depends on NTM. This is the means by

which bans on flight testing and illegal deployments of INF mis-

siles can be monitored. Furthermore, under provisions for NTM en-

hancement, either party may — up to six times a year for the

first three years of the treaty being in force — call upon the

other to open garage roofs of ground launched ballistic missiles

so that overflight satellites can photograph the shelters to con-

firm that they do not contain any banned missiles. IAEA has no

independent satellite capability, nor the authority to conduct

monitoring of that kind. It is unclear to what extent the IAEA

can carry out inspections based on non-safeguards information

(essentially the euphemism for national intelligence information)

and it is unclear just to what extent member states are willing

and able to share such information in the first place. Events

surrounding the Iraqi nuclear program have brought this issue to

center stage, and it is clear that the IAEA will have to grapple

with the question of receiving and factoring into its verification

strategy information of this kind.

b. Initial Inventories. This subject too has already

been discussed to some extent. It has been noted that contrary to
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popular belief, the IAEA enjoys considerable statutory authority

to conduct ad hoc inspections to verify original inventories de-

clared by the safeguarded state and special inspections in the

event that the agency is unable to account for all nuclear mate-

rial subject to safeguards. This means that in situations where

completion of the routine inspection procedure leaves sufficient

uncertainty as to the completeness of the inventory the agency is

in a position to seek further information including possible ac-

cess to other places and persons than included in the inspection

procedures thus far carried out. It is another question whether

the IAEA has the political fortitude to insist on compliance with

this authority. Once again the Iraqi case gives rise to specula-

tion about the scope of future active verification.

c. Destruction Verification. This subject was discussed

earlier and does not have an IAEA counterpart.

d. Ongoing Activities

(1) Continuous inspection. Through its arrangements for

portal monitoring of production, INF institutionalizes a system of

continuous or resident inspection. SS-20 (INF) missiles had been

assembled at Votkinsk, which continues to produce similar missiles

that are not banned (SS-25). The Soviet Union agreed to a system

of perimeter portal monitoring at that site or any other site that

might in the future serve as a final assembly point for SS-25 mis-

siles to ensure that treaty-prohibited missiles are not being pro-

duced. In return, the United States agreed to allow the Soviet

Union to establish a similar system at Magna, Utah, where the

banned Pershing II missiles had been produced. This arrangement
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may continue for 13 years after entry into force of the INF

treaty. Interestingly, the initial idea of perimeter portal moni-

toring had been raised by the US as a means of enhancing capacity

to monitor compliance with an agreement that would have involved

residual levels of production rather than a production ban. When

total prohibition was agreed the purpose of perimeter portal moni-

toring became problematic since the presence of even a single pro-

hibited item anywhere would be a violation of INF. The Soviet

Union, however, pointed out that because of the similarity of SS-

20/SS-25 configuration, questions of compliance could arise, and

that perimeter portal monitoring might be a means of resolving the

problem.

The verification value of perimeter portal monitoring limited

to a designated site is open to question given that it is always

possible to produce the prohibited items elsewhere. The value is

more political than military. For one thing it establishes a

precedent for future verification where this kind of monitoring

may be even more relevant. For another, by facilitating trans-

parency it contributes to building mutual confidence, which is

what arms control is all about.

IAEA has as a rule regarded access to facilities containing

nuclear material as essential to verification and has rejected the

functional equivalency of perimeter portal monitoring. Based as

the system is on maintaining continuity of knowledge of the flow

and inventory of nuclear materials and the legitimacy of continued

activity rather than their prohibition (e.g., enrichment, repro-

cessing) IAEA safeguards have insisted on access to strategic
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points and key measurement points in material balance areas. The

practical experience gathered at Votkinsk and Magna may, however,

offer insights and lessons regarding containment and surveillance

procedures that could be applied in the future in the nuclear

arena.

(2) Short-notice inspections. As earlier noted, INF

provides for carrying out a specified annual number of short no-

tice inspections of agreed locations over a period of 13 years.

During the first three years, both sides have the right to carry

out annually 20 short notice inspections at both currently active

bases and facilities and those that have been eliminated. For

five years after complete elimination of INF missile systems both

sides can conduct 15 on site inspections a year. In the next five

year period, each side can conduct 10 similar inspections per

year. The decreasing number of inspection opportunities reflects

the progressive elimination of INF facilities and the decreasing

effectiveness of systems that may have been hidden but could not

be flight-tested.

In all of these inspections timing is a central feature. The

objective is to minimize time between site designation and arrival

at the site by the inspection team. Inspection teams notify their

intent to conduct an inspection no less than 16 hours prior to ar-

rival of the team at the port of entry but they need not specify

the chosen site until four hours prior to departure for the site.

The host state then has to deliver the inspection team to the des-

ignated site no more than 9 hours after the site has been speci-

fied. The right to inspect former bases and missile support fa-
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cilities is included. This provision for short notice inspection

serves as a deterrent to cheating. Nine hours offers very little

time in which to remove or conceal violations of undertakings and

as such is an added inducement to compliance if needed.

The closest thing to short notice inspections in the IAEA

safeguards system are special inspections that, as noted, provide

important opportunities but nevertheless contain a number of limi-

tations. Such inspections can be carried out, but visas remain

requirements for entry by inspectors in all but a very limited

number of cases, and escorts to sites for inspection are the norm.

Under the best of circumstances such inspections require several

days if not longer to be arranged and fall short of the short no-

tice inspection timetables.

8. Personnel

There are few, if any, areas of safeguards implementation and

administration involving more fundamental differences than that of

personnel. INF inspectors are nationals of the respective treaty

parties. In the US most are military personnel who can be di-

rected not only to take the assignments but to perform them in ac-

cordance with strict nationally-developed guidelines, although

some civilian government employees are also utilized. Terms of

the assignment, including the contentious issue of field time, can

be dictated by "management"; moreover, the personnel anticipate

and are accustomed to overseas duty that can involve significant

hardships and lengthy absences. Concerns for job security, that

could adversely influence morale or performance, are not an issue

for military personnel who know that their career status will not
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be lost by reason of their tour with the OSIA. Civilian govern-

ment personnel enjoy some reasonably comparable career status.

Thus, the issue of tenure, one of the key considerations in struc-

turing the IAEA Secretariat, including the Department of

Safeguards and its inspectorate, is virtually absent for the

OSIA's military and civilian government personnel.

In contrast, personnel of the IAEA Department of Safeguards

are of diverse nationalities and both diversity and "developing

country" status are selection factors that can at least moderate

the criterion of technical competence. A substantial fraction of

the IAEA personnel are on short-term assignments that might not be

renewed. For these individuals, considerations of assuring either

extension of their stay in Vienna or employment on return to their

home countries could influence performance. While both these fac-

tors can be an incentive for effective performance, they could

also engender the "don't rock the boat" attitude that some ex-in-

spectors believe is present in the inspectorate. For those in-

spectors who achieve permanent status in the IAEA, different con-

siderations apply. Extended service in what can become a routine

and unchallenging type of work can also lead to uninspired perfor-

mance, which can be compounded by resentment that advancement op-

portunities are limited by the Agency's need to fill most posi-

tions, including many higher level jobs, with short-term ap-

pointees. All of these factors, plus the risk, if not the reality

of "divided loyalties," make it difficult for the Agency to pro-

mulgate and enforce terms of employment that are perceived to be
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unduly demanding, particularly in regard to the economically im-

portant factor of field time.

These differences make it difficult to make comparisons in

performance and to draw transferable lessons from the OSIA experi-

ence. There are, nevertheless, instructive conclusions that can

be drawn in the area of personnel. Moreover, the OSIA also makes

extensive use of civilian contractor personnel, whose situation is

somewhat more relevant to IAEA circumstances than that of US mili-

tary personnel, and some OSIA personnel are civilian employees of

the Department of Defense. This comparison, therefore, focusses

primarily on the OSIA use of civilian contractor personnel.

One observation on military personnel, who provide the bulk

of the INF inspection manpower, is relevant. All military inspec-

tion personnel are US based. The OSIA target for its own military

and civilian personnel, which is generally met, is that these per-

sonnel will spend 40% of their time in overseas inspection duty.

This 40% target, however, is based on a 365 day year, meaning that

the personnel will spend some 145 days annually abroad. This tar-

get overseas duty can be compared with the IAEA target of 90 days

annually of field duty (of which only some 50 days annually are

spent on inspection duty given the need to visit multiple sites on

most inspection trips). The extent to which this difference can

be attributed to the military status of many of the OSIA personnel

and other differences in career status such as those noted above

must be left to subjective judgement, although it is worth observ-

ing that morale is an issue for military personnel as well.
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The civilian contractor personnel provide the principal tech-

nical expertise as well as other support to the continuous inspec-

tion missions at Votkinsk. The contractor since the inception of

INF inspections activities, selected by competitive bid, has been

Hughes Technical Services Co. These contractor personnel, who

vary in backgrounds from cooks to engineers, normally constitute

23 of the 28-person Votkinsk inspection team. The treaty allows

30 at Votkinsk, but the number actually employed is typically

slightly less. The five remaining members are US government per-

sonnel, including the group commander, typically a Colonel or

Lieutenant Colonel, whose authority over all team members, both

military and civilian, is unquestioned.

In addition to the group commander, the team includes four

duty officers, giving around-the-clock, seven-day-per-week cover-

age. Two of these are regular military personnel, one is typi-

cally a civilian and one is often an OSIA individual, military or

civilian, from headquarters or other duty placed on temporary as-

signment to obtain experience in this activity.

The civilian contractor personnel, as noted previously, con-

stitute the bulk of the Votkinsk inspection team and run the gamut

from chefs to individuals with advanced engineering degrees.

Approximately three-fourths of the time they typically have uni-

versity degrees, about one-third are involved primarily in support

duties such as supply, food preparation (all food is brought in by

US flights due to the remoteness of Votkinsk), translation, inter-

pretation, and administration. One team member is the contractor

manager who, in principle, is the interface between the contractor
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personnel and the base commander, although in practice the organi-

zation is much more informal than implied by this. The balance of

the civilian team are inspectors/technicians proper, although, in-

terestingly, all personnel are required to stand inspection duty

on occasion, and all are specifically aware that they are

"inspectors,*' regardless of other duties they may perform. All

contractor personnel must, of course, be US citizens and most are

US born, although a handful are naturalized citizens from a vari-

ety of countries.

In light of the rotation scheme described below, a total of

some 30-32 individuals must be on the Hughes payroll at any given

time in order to support the field complement of 23. Since the

activity has been underway for some time, some assignments have

been completed (or terminated before completion), so that some

fifty individuals have served to date in the contractor contingent

of the team.

The contractor personnel are required to take two-year as-

signments, with an optional third year available on agreement be-

tween the individual and Hughes. Any extension beyond three years

is subject to OSIA approval. To date, some one-third of those who

have completed two years have opted to extend for a third year.

The activity has not yet been underway long enough for extensions

beyond three years to have begun, but four such extensions have

already been requested. During their two to three-year assignment

to the team, contractor personnel are on a twelve-week cycle, each

cycle consisting of approximately nine weeks at Votkinsk and three

weeks off, less travel time between Votkinsk and Frankfurt.
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Lodging and food, as well as other amenities are provided at US

government quarters at Votkinsk, and travel between Votkinsk and

Frankfurt is also government provided. Each employee receives an

allowance of $1,100, or some $50 daily for each three-week, off-

duty period (that includes approximately 18 days of free time af-

ter allowance for travel). During this interval, the employee is

free to go where he wishes, at his own expense. In principle, em-

ployees could return to the US, although there is a substantial

economic incentive not to do so, since significant US tax benefits

are available to US individuals residing abroad, but only on con-

dition that they remain outside the US for a minimum of 18 consec-

utive months. The $1,100 payment per cycle is the only compensa-

tion given beyond the individual's salary. There are no family,

education, relocation, or other allowances paid, regardless of the

individual's family status. Vacations are granted based on stan-

dard Hughes policy for US-based employees; and there is no provi-

sion for bonus or compensatory time.

While at Votkinsk, all personnel, both civilian and military,

are on a 12-hour-per-day, 7-day-per-week duty schedule, although

in practice Sunday afternoons are usually free. The living condi-

tions are reasonably attractive, with each individual having pri-

vate room and bath in a modern structure, and various amenities

such as televisions supported by a video library, but the site, as

noted previously, is a remote one with very little in the way of

diversion or activities in the nearby town of Votkinsk (population

20,000) . The employees are free to visit the town and typically

do so perhaps weekly with the help and cooperation of the Soviet
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hosts, but find little to do there. Less frequently, perhaps

monthly, team members may visit a larger city (population

600,-000), but this, too, is a remote, regional location with lit-

tle diversion or non-Russian speakers. As a result, OSIA supervi-

sors view duty at Votkinsk not unlike that aboard a submarine,

meaning that living conditions within the self-contained and self-

sufficient environment are not unattractive, but interaction with

the outside world is very limited. Despite these conditions,

Hughes has experienced no difficulty in recruiting and retaining

qualified people. On the contrary, it has always had more than an

ample number of applicants, and the performance of those selected

has been good. No employees have resigned before termination of

their assignments. Seven have been relieved for various forms of

incompatibility with the conditions at Votkinsk, but this record

has been comparable to that experienced with government, including

military personnel, and does not seem to be excessive given the

demanding conditions of employment and the Votkinsk environment.

Most positions are filled by existing Hughes employees.

Hughes has approximately 60,000 employees world-wide, including

several substantial overseas field operations in remote locations.

Thus, a number of the Votkinsk team have had previous overseas

service in remote locations and can be perceived to be both accus-

tomed and attracted to it. Approximately one-third of the

Votkinsk contractor contingent is over 40 years of age with the

remainder ranging from the mid-20s upward. No preference is given

to persons without families and, as noted, no allowances are paid
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to those with families, nor are families allowed to live at or

visit the site. Most of those assigned, however, do have families.

In common with the US private-sector generally, civilian em-

ployees at the Votkinsk facility have no guarantees of employment

on completion of their assignment. There is, however, a very ac-

tive "outplacement" program, which has generally been successful

in placing the personnel completing their Votkinsk assignments in

other employment, usually within Hughes. In general, however,

since the Votkinsk activity is outside the mainstream of Hughes

programs, assignments to Votkinsk are not viewed as a positive ca-

reer factor in the short term. In the long-term, this assessment

may change, although there is not yet long enough experience to

confirm this.

In light of these considerations, it is of interest to ex-

plore what factors have led to Hughes' favorable experience in re-

cruiting acceptable candidates. The financial incentive does not

appear to be compelling. The average salary of some $60,000 annu-

ally is consistent with US salary levels for comparable employment

in domestic or less demanding foreign locations. Some Hughes em-

ployees actually have accepted pay cuts to take a Votkinsk assign-

ment. As noted previously, US citizens receive income tax bene-

fits when residing overseas under certain conditions (US federal

income taxes are excused on $70,000, provided the individual re-

mains outside the US for at least 18 consecutive months. The

value of this savings varies widely from individual to individual

depending on other factors affecting his taxable income, but would
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probably be of the order of $5,000 annually for the average mar-

ried Votkinsk contract inspector.

As mentioned, other employment, including opportunities with

Hughes, is potentially available to at least some of the individu-

als selected. Senior Hughes officials believe that three factors

explain the successful recruiting experience.

1. A number of those selected are attracted to overseas employ-

ment, especially in relatively remote, "uncomplicated," non-ur-

ban locations. Many in this group have had extensive previous

employment of this type, especially with Hughes.

2. A number of those selected, especially in the younger age

group, are attracted by the opportunity of being directly in-

volved in what they see as an important international develop-

ment and, in some cases, an interesting adventure as well. A

few employees have ancestral backgrounds in Russia or elsewhere

in Eastern Europe that augments their interest in these assign-

ments, but this is by no means a dominant factor.

3. In a declining job market these assignments represent job op-

portunities that can be regarded by some as more attractive

than might otherwise be the case. It should be noted, however,

that the initial recruitment took place in 1987, before techni-

cal employment was affected by the current recession.

OSIA and Hughes officials stress that every aspect of the

Votkinsk assignment, including local conditions and the terms of

employment, in particular the work schedule, are disclosed to and

agreed to by employees before selection.
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The key point and lesson from the OSIA experience relates to

the issue of field time. Contractor employees spend a far higher

ratio of time in the field than that achieved by the IAEA.

Indeed, even the three-week interval away from Votkinsk can be

viewed as field time, since there are no allowances for families

to reside in Frankfurt or elsewhere in Europe. It is the IAEA po-

sition that the field time of its inspectors is limited by the

amount of headquarters activity (involving planning and reporting

of inspections), training and the like, required. This is un-

doubtedly true for some individuals, however, the Agency's own ef-

forts to validate the contention more generally have been unsuc-

cessful. A basic lesson to be drawn from the OSIA experience, in

the view of OSIA officials familiar with IAEA practices, is the

importance of establishing the terms of employment, including re-

quired field time, at the outset of employment and including these

terms in the employment contract. While the Agency indicates in

its recruitment notices that extensive travel is required by in-

spectors, no quantitative guidelines are provided and employment

contracts apparently do not establish specific requirements.

Additional factors, such as family status, are also not given

weight, at least formally, in the recruitment of Agency inspec-

tors, although Agency experience confirms, as would be expected,

that single inspectors perform more field time.

It must be recognized that many of the same factors that dif-

ferentiate IAEA personnel policies and practices sharply from

those of OSIA limit the Agency's ability to adopt and enforce such

criteria as requiring agreement to specific field time targets.
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The need to achieve geographic diversity, developing country pref-

erence, limited term appointments and political pressure to hire

not only nationals of specific countries but specific individuals

are all seriously complicating and limiting factors. Nevertheless,

some progress in these directions may be possible. Since the

Agency is more limited in its ability to specify such factors as

field time, the use of incentives to increase this may be worth

considering.

It is also of interest, as discussed elsewhere, that OSIA ac-

complishes the Votkinsk task with "resident" inspectors. While

there is a degree of rotation, this is far less frequent than that

employed by IAEA and is for the purpose of providing "R&R." rather

than a return to headquarters activities. The applicability of

resident inspection to IAEA conditions is dependent on a number of

site-specific considerations, including the consent of the host

state and the nature and amount of headquarters work, but there

can be no doubt of the economic benefits achieved by OSIA by the

use of resident rather than rotational inspection.
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